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SUMMARY
The development of an online method for the early detection of a stator turn insu-
lation deterioration is the objective of the research at hand. A high percentage of motor
breakdowns is related to the failure of the stator insulation system. Since most of the stator
insulation failures originate in the breakdown of the turn-to-turn insulation, the research
in this realm is of great significance. Despite the progress that has been made in the field
of stator turn fault detection methods, the most popular and the best known ones are still
limited to the detection of solid turn faults. The time span between a solid turn fault and
the breakdown of the primary insulation system can be as short as a few seconds. There-
fore, it is desirable to develop a method capable of detecting the deterioration of the turn
insulation as early as possible and prior to the development of a solid turn fault.
The different stresses that cause the aging of the insulation and eventually lead to
failure are described as well as the various patterns of an insulation failure. A comprehensive
literature survey shows the methods presently used for the monitoring of the turn insulation.
Up to now no well-tested and reliable online method that can find the deterioration of the
turn insulation is available. The most commonly used turn insulation test is the surge test,
which, however, is performed only when the motor is out of service and disconnected from
the supply. So far no research at all has been conducted on the application of an online
surge test.
The research at hand examines the applicability of the surge test to an operating ma-
chine. Various topologies of online surge testing are examined with regard to their practica-
bility and their limitations. The most practical configuration is chosen for further analysis,
implementation and development. Moreover, practical challenges are presented by the non-
idealities of the induction machine like the eccentricity of the rotor and the rotor slotting,
and have to be taken into account. Two solutions to eliminate the influence of the rotor po-
sition on the surge waveform are presented. Even though the basic concepts of online surge
xiii
testing can be validated experimentally by a machine with a solid turn fault, it is preferable
to use a machine with a deteriorated turn insulation. Therefore, a method, which does
not require complex and expensive hardware, to experimentally emulate the turn insula-
tion breakdown is implemented. The concepts at any stage of the work are supported by
simulations and experimental results.
In addition, the theory of surge testing is further developed by giving new definitions of





1.1 Background and Problem Statement
Motor drive systems are an important component in industrial applications. It is estimated
that approximately 60% of the electrical energy in industry is consumed by induction mo-
tors. The unscheduled process downtime caused by a failure of an electrical machine can
cause enormous costs. In some settings an electrical machine failure can cause entire assem-
bly lines to stop and thus interrupt the production process. It is therefore desirable that a
problem with the critical components of the motor like the bearing or the stator insulation
system is identified at an early stage in order to perform a scheduled machine service or
replacement. The economic losses of the process downtime caused by an unexpected outage
of the machine exceed the machine maintenance costs to a considerable extent. On an off-
shore oil plant, for example, the downtime losses caused by motor failures can be as high
as $25,000/hour.
Figure 1: Average Downtime cost of different industries (dollars per hour) [1].
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It is well-realized by the industries that a degraded energy efficiency of the motor causes
increased energy losses and results in economic losses. Even higher economic losses, however,
actually come from the unscheduled downtime caused by unexpected motor failures, which,
for certain industries, can be catastrophic and intolerable. The average downtime cost of
different industries per hour is summarized in Fig. 1 [1].
To reduce unexpected failures of electrical machines and the related process downtime,
condition monitoring can be employed. The area of condition monitoring of electrical ma-
chines has experienced a rapid growth in recent years. It comprises estimating the health
and the remaining lifetime of machines as well as detecting faults at an early stage without
interrupting the operation of the machine. This permits the maintenance of the machine
before a catastrophic failure occurs and the whole process is interrupted unexpectedly. The
maintenance process can also be improved because more information about the machine con-
dition is available and therefore, only machines that show symptoms have to be inspected
and serviced.
One of the most critical components of electrical machines and also one of the main
sources for their failure is the stator winding insulation system [2, 3, 4]. Various surveys
on motor reliability have been carried out over the years. In [2] the percentage of motor
failures due to insulation problems is about 26% and even up to 36% in [3]. There are
several different mechanisms that cause the breakdown of the insulation system. The main
reasons of winding insulation deterioration as described in [5, 6] are thermal, electrical,
mechanical or environmental stress. Moreover, the class of insulation and the application of
the motor have a strong influence on the condition and the aging of the insulation system.
Recent technological advances in sensors, integrated circuits, digital signal processing
and communications have enabled engineers to develop more advanced methods to test and
monitor the conditions of the machine [7]. Many approaches have been proposed to detect
the faults and even the early deterioration of the primary insulation system (phase-to-ground
or phase-to phase) and the secondary insulation system (turn-to-turn). Numerous standards
[8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] concerning the testing and maintenance of
electrical machinery have been developed. Various surveys [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28,
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29, 30, 31, 32] made on motor diagnostics show the research trend and the need for further
development in this field.
The testing and monitoring methods can generally be divided into two different categories.
The first one is offline-testing, which requires the motor to be removed from service, whereas
the second one is online-monitoring, which can be performed, while the machine is operating.
An important aspect of either of these methods is, whether it is intrusive or non-intrusive to
the machine’s normal operation. As a rule non-intrusive methods are preferred because they
use voltage and current measurements from the motor terminals only and do not require
additional sensors.
1.2 Objective of the Research
Most of the failures of the insulation system originate in the failure of the turn-to-turn
insulation [7, 33]. Therefore, the monitoring of the turn-to-turn insulation condition is of
special interest. Several online monitoring methods have been developed. Most of them are
used to detect a solid turn fault, i.e., a fault where the insulation is completely removed
and a physical contact between the conductors is established. The most popular methods
for the solid turn fault detection are based on the analysis of the sequence components
or on the analysis of the frequency spectrum of suitable motor quantities like the current
or the vibration. These methods can be used for the protection of the machine, but do
not have any prognostic capability. However, not only is it desirable to have an online
method capable of detecting a solid turn fault, but also to have a method to monitor the
degradation of the turn insulation prior to its breakdown. The partial discharge test can
detect the deterioration of the turn insulation, but is applicable to medium and high voltage
machines only. The only test that renders both, the applicability to low voltage machines
and the capability to detect an insulation degradation, is the surge test, which is performed
offline. Even after a weak turn insulation is found by the surge test, the motor can usually
still be operated for some time before it has to be taken out of service and rewound. Some
experimental investigations on that topic have been made in [34, 35]. Thus, the main
advantage of surge testing is that it has a prognostic value instead of only protecting the
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machine. Other advantages over methods based on sequence components or the signature
analysis are that no complicated commissioning process is required, and that there is no
dependence of the test result on the load level of the machine.
The objective of this research is to extend the capability of online monitoring methods
for the detection of turn insulation deterioration in low voltage induction machines prior to
a solid turn fault. To achieve that goal, the surge test is applied to an operating machine.
There are several aspects that make the surge test a suitable candidate for the online
application. The main advantages are that
1. it is capable of finding deteriorated turn insulation before a solid turn fault occurs
even if the weak insulation occurs between a small number of turns within one phase;
2. there are several standards, and publications on topics related to surge testing;
3. it has been widely used in industry for decades, and is therefore well-trusted.
Due to the previous work done in the area of surge testing the basic concept of the surge test
is already well-established. Since no previous research on online surge testing is available
yet, the first step is to find an appropriate online test configuration. Various topologies are
conceivable but some can be ruled out due to their practical limitations. The topologies are
analyzed in detail and a device prototype to apply the surge test to an operating machine is
implemented for the most practical configuration. To give a better insight into the surge test
and into the methods used to evaluate the surge test, a thorough analysis of the evaluation
tools is performed. For experimental validation of the online surge test a new method is
presented to emulate the turn insulation breakdown during a surge test.
1.3 Outline of the Thesis
Following the introduction an overview of the aging mechanisms, different insulation fault
patterns and a brief introduction to the physical nature of the fault is given in Chapter
2. Chapter 3 reviews methods to test and monitor the condition of the stator insulation
system focusing on the ones that are used for stator turn fault detection in low voltage
induction machines. In Chapter 4 the offline surge test is discussed and a thorough analysis
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of the evaluation methods and their sensitivity is performed and described. To achieve
more realistic test results the experimental emulation of the fault condition during a surge
test is performed, and described in Chapter 5. The emulation of the arcing is of low cost,
and the fault condition is easily reproducible. In Chapter 6 a topology to apply the surge
test to an operating machine is introduced. The methods suitable to solve the problem
of a reduced sensitivity inherent to the online configuration are discussed and compared.
The problem pertaining to the dependence of the surge waveform on the rotor position is
analyzed and solutions are proposed. All methods proposed are supported by simulations
and experimental results. Finally, in Chapter 7 the results are summarized, a list of the
contributions is given, and the future work is outlined.
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CHAPTER II
STATOR FAULTS AND THEIR ROOT CAUSE
The most common online methods to monitor the stator turn insulation are only able to
detect solid turn faults. That requires a physical contact between the conductors of different
turns. The surge test though detects a weakness in the insulation material before such a
physical contact is established. The phenomena that can be observed in case of a negative
test are known as arcing or discharge. Some of the aging mechanisms of the insulation
materials are described first in order to get a better insight into the physical process that
leads to these arcing faults. These aging mechanisms can be divided into four groups
[5, 36, 6]: thermal-, electrical-, mechanical- and environmental-stress. A brief overview
over the possible nature of the fault and a way to analyze it are given, as well as a brief
introduction of the fundamental principles of thermal instability and ionic discharges.
2.1 Analysis and Nature of the Stator Insulation Failure
There are different failure modes and patterns associated with stator insulation failures [36].
The most severe failure mode is a phase-to-ground fault. Other modes are turn-to-turn,
coil-to-coil, phase-to-phase short-circuits, or an open-circuit of the stator windings. Those
faults can occur in a single phase, can be symmetrical, non-symmetrical with grounding or
non-symmetrical excluding grounding. Analyzing the mode and pattern of the fault helps
to find its cause.
In a turn-to-turn fault two or more turns of a coil are short-circuited. The current
in the shorted turns will be substantially higher than the operating current and therefore
increases the winding’s temperature to a level, which results in a severe damage or even
the breakdown of the insulation. A great percentage of the insulation failures starts with
a turn-to-turn insulation problem and subsequently develops into more severe insulation
faults.
One of the faults developing from a turn-to-turn fault might be a coil-to-coil short circuit,
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where coils from the same phase get shorted, or a phase-to-phase short circuit, where two or
more of the different phases get shorted. These faults again can develop into phase-to-ground
faults, which can cause substantial damage to the motor. Some examples for different insula-
tion failures are shown in Fig 2 (taken from http://globuselectric.com/motorfailure.htm).
(a) Winding shorted turn-to-turn. (b) Winding shorted phase-to-phase.
(c) Winding grounded at the edge of the slot. (d) Winding grounded in the slot.
Figure 2: Examples for various stator insulation faults.
A different kind of fault is the open-circuit of a stator winding. Like the short-circuit
faults the open-circuit introduces a strong asymmetry and thus a malfunction of the motor.
Compared to the short-circuit faults, this kind of fault rarely occurs.
Besides analyzing the mode and pattern of the failure, the examination of the appearance
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of the motor is helpful to identify the cause of the fault. This includes aspects like the
cleanness of the motor, the presence of foreign material, signs of moisture, and the condition
of the rotor. The operating conditions, under which the motor fails, should also be taken into
consideration, as well as the general operating conditions. Furthermore, the maintenance
history can be consulted to determine the problems leading to failure.
Considering all these aspects a methodology can be developed in order to analyze and
classify insulation failures [36].
2.2 Root Causes for the Failures of the Stator Insulation System
2.2.1 Thermal Stress
One of the thermal stresses the insulation is subject to is the thermal aging process. An
increase in temperature accelerates the aging process and thus reduces the lifetime of the
insulation significantly. As a rule of thumb, a 10oC increase above the rated temperature of
the insulation decreases the insulation life by 50% [36]. The insulation temperature ratings
are denoted as class A, B, F, and H, and are rated at 105, 130, 155, and 180 oC [20]. If the
insulation is operated at the rated temperature it is supposed to have an average lifetime of
20,000 hours [37]. Under normal operating conditions the aging process itself does not cause
a failure, but makes the insulation more vulnerable to other stresses, which then produce
the actual failure. In order to ensure a longer lifetime and reduce the influence of the aging
process one can either work at low operating temperatures or use an insulation of higher
quality, i.e., use a higher insulation class.
Another thermal stress with a negative effect on the insulation lifetime is thermal over-
loading, which occurs due to voltage variations, unbalanced phase voltages, cycling, over-
loading, obstructed ventilation or ambient temperature.
Even a small increase in the voltage unbalance has an enormous effect on the winding
temperature. As a rule of thumb, the temperature in the phase with the highest current
will increase by 25% for a voltage unbalance of 3.5% per phase [36]. Since during startup
the motor draws a current that is five to eight times as big as under full-load conditions, the
winding temperature increases significantly if the motor is subject to repeated starts within
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a short time span. Thus, it is important to know what kind of load the motor is driving
in order to take the effect of this cycling process into account. The operating temperature
changes due to changes in the load. It can be estimated that the temperature rise will
increase as the square of the load. Thus, the lifetime of the insulation will be reduced
significantly if the motor is subject to permanent overloading.
It should be ensured that the flow of air through the motor is not obstructed since the
heat cannot be dissipated otherwise and the winding temperature will increase. If this is not
possible, however, this drawback should be taken into account by upgrading the insulation
system or restricting the winding temperature.
2.2.2 Electrical Stress
There are different reasons why electrical stresses lead to the failure of the stator insulation.
These can usually be broken down into problems with the dielectric material, the phenomena
of tracking and corona and the transient voltages, that a machine is exposed to.
The type of dielectric material that is used for phase-to-ground, phase-to-phase and
turn-to-turn insulation as well as the voltage stresses applied to the insulating materials,
influence the lifetime of the insulation significantly. Thus, the materials for the insulation
have to be chosen adequately in order to assure a flawless operation and the design life
desired.
Tracking is particularly found in motors operating at voltage levels above 600 V, which
are not completely protected from the environment. It leads to phase-to-ground failures.
In motors operating at 5 kV and above a localized discharge resulting from transient gaseous
ionization in an insulation system, where the voltage stress has exceeded a critical value,
can occur. This phenomenon - also called corona - causes the deterioration of the wind-
ing insulation and is affected by different factors like dielectric thickness, humidity and
temperature.
The negative influence of transient voltage conditions on the winding life has been
examined in recent years. These transients, that either cause deterioration of the insulation
or even turn-to-turn or turn-to-ground failures, can be caused by line-to-line, line-to-ground
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or multiphase line-to-ground faults in the supply, repetitive restriking, current limiting fuses,
rapid bus transfer, opening and closing of the circuit breakers, capacitor switching (power
factor improvement), insulation failure in the power system or lightning strike. Variable
frequency drives are subject to permanent voltage transients.
2.2.3 Mechanical Stress
The main causes for insulation failure due to mechanical stresses are coil movement and
strikes from the rotor.
The force on the winding coils is proportional to the square of the motor current and
reaches its maximum value during the startup of the motor. This force causes the coils to
move and vibrate. The movement of the coils again can cause severe damage to the coil
insulation or the conductor.
There are different reasons that cause the rotor to strike the stator. The most common
are bearing failures, shaft deflection and rotor-to-stator misalignment. Sometimes the con-
tact is only made during the start, but it can also happen that there is a contact made at
full speed of the motor. Both contacts can result in a grounded coil.
There are other mechanical stresses, which the windings are exposed to, like loose rotor
balancing weights, loose rotor fan blades, loose nuts or bolts striking the insulation, or
foreign particles that enter the motor.
2.2.4 Environmental Stress
Stresses stemming from contamination, high humidity, aggressive chemicals, radiation in
nuclear plants or the salt level in seashore applications can be categorized as environmental
or ambient stress [5].
For example, the presence of foreign material by contamination can lead to a reduction
in the heat dissipation, increasing the thermal deterioration. A thin layer of conducting
material on the surface of the insulation is another possible result of contamination. Surface
currents and electrical tracking can occur due to this layer applying additional electrical
stress. Aggressive chemicals can degrade the insulation and make it more vulnerable to
mechanical stresses. If possible, the motor should be kept clean and dry internally as well
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as externally, to avoid the influence of moisture, chemicals and foreign particles on the
insulation condition.
Radiation is a stress that only occurs in nuclear power plants or nuclear powered ships.
The aging process is comparable to thermal aging.
2.3 Thermal Instability and Ionic Discharge
The previous section briefly describes the stresses that the electrical insulation is subject to.
Some of those phenomena can be used to test the condition of the insulation system. These
mainly belong to the group of electrical and thermal stresses. There are two main groups
of tests, which have a different physical background. The first group tests the primary
insulation system, i.e., the insulation between the copper of the coils and the iron core. The
second group checks for the condition of the insulation between the turns of a coil.
In the standard tests of the primary insulation system a high voltage is applied to
the turn to ground insulation for a certain amount of time (see IEEE 43-2000 [9], IEEE 95
[11]). This voltage can be increased stepwise up to a maximum test voltage. If the measured
current remains at a low value, the insulation is in a good condition. However, a significant
increase in current indicates a weakness of the insulation and even a breakdown can occur
due to thermal instability. Thermal instability is a local phenomenon [38]. A simplified
model gives a good idea of the physical mechanisms involved. Due to an inhomogeneity of
the material (e.g. a hot spot) a channel going from one conductor to another is formed in
the insulation material. The channel can be described by the parameters d, r and σ, where
d is the length, r the radius (d >> r) and σ the electrical conductivity of the channel.
Furthermore, the temperature difference between the channel and the surrounding material
is assumed to be θ and the conductivity of the channel is an exponential function of the
temperature σ = σ0eβθ. Since d is much bigger than r, most of the energy is transferred
through the sidewalls of the channel. Thus, the energy transfer to the conductor can be









and the heat dissipated through the sidewalls of the channel as
N2 = 2πrdkθ (2)
where k is the thermal conductivity of the material. If the electrical conductivity is inserted















Figure 3: Heat produced N1 and dissipated N2.
The curves in Fig. 3 show the heat produced in the channel (N2), which is a linear
function of the temperature, and the heat dissipated through the sidewalls of the channel
(N1,1, N1,2, N1,3), which is an exponential function of the temperature. There are three
different scenarios. Firstly, there can be two points where the curves intersect. The one at
a lower temperature corresponds to a stable equilibrium and the one at higher temperature
to an unstable equilibrium. Secondly, the curves might only intersect in one point and the
third option is that there is no intersection. If the curves do not have any common point,
the system has gone unstable and there is a thermal breakdown because the heat produced
in the channel exceeds the heat that is dissipated through the sidewalls. A breakdown can
be achieved by increasing the slope of the curves associated with N1, e.g., by increasing
the voltage stress V1 applied to the insulation. Instability occurs at the point where the
curves have one common point. The voltage stress corresponding to that point is called the
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A different mechanism occurs during a surge test. In this case the failure of the insulation
is induced by a short, high electric field applied to the insulation. This phenomenon is called
ionic discharge or arcing and can occur due to voids, cracks, or inclusions within a solid
dielectric. The surge test is targeted towards finding problems with the insulation of coils as
they can be found in transformers and motors. A thorough physical analysis of the arcing
process is beyond the scope of this research and it can be referred to [38].
After presenting a review of the failure mechanisms of the stator insulation, Chapter 3
will give an overview over methods that are used to test and monitor the stator insulation of




REVIEW OF METHODS FOR STATOR INSULATION FAULT
DETECTION FOR LOW-VOLTAGE INDUCTION MACHINES
This chapter reviews methods that are used to detect stator insulation problems in low
voltage induction machines. The main focus is on methods that are capable of detecting
either a solid turn fault or a weakness in the turn insulation before a solid turn fault occurs.
The testing and monitoring methods can generally be divided into methods that are
applicable to a machine that is taken out of service (offline) and methods that can be
applied to an operating machine (online).
3.1 Offline-Testing
The condition of the stator winding is critical for the overall motor wellness. To ensure
the flawless operation of a motor system, various offline tests can be performed. These
tests allow the user to assess the condition of the motor under test. Offline methods are
normally more direct and accurate. The user does not need to be an expert on motors or
drives to perform the tests. However, most of these tests can only be applied to motors that
are disconnected from service. This is one of the main drawbacks compared to the online
monitoring methods. An advantage to online monitoring is that meaningful tests can be
performed after the fabrication of the motor.
The most common techniques to assess the stator turn-to-turn insulation are the winding
resistance test, the surge test and the offline partial discharge (PD) test. The PD test,
however, is applicable to medium and high voltage machines only. Both methods, the
surge test and the offline PD test, are able to show the deterioration of the turn insulation
condition prior to the failure. The winding resistance test can only diagnose solid turn
faults due to the asymmetry caused by the fault.
Common methods used to test the phase-to-ground insulation are the insulation resis-
tance (IR) test, the polarization index (PI) test, the DC and AC high potential test and
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the dissipation factor test [5, 39, 40, 41]. Recently a new method has been developed to
apply some of those offline tests (IR, dissipation factor and capacitance test) to inverter-fed
machines while they are not operating [42, 43]. Since the tests can be conducted on a
frequent basis without using additional equipment, groundwall insulation problems can be
diagnosed at an early stage.
3.1.1 Methods for Groundwall Insulation Fault Detection
3.1.1.1 Insulation Resistance (IR) / Megohm Test
The Insulation Resistance test, also called Megohm test, is probably the most widely used
test for assessing the phase-to-ground insulation of the stator insulation system [5, 39, 40,
41]. It has been developed in and used since the early 20th century. The testing method
can be applied to all machines and windings except for the rotor of a squirrel cage induction
motor.
During the test the motor frame is grounded and a specified test voltage is applied to the
motor terminals. Ideally, the resistance measured should be infinitely large. Since a small
leakage current is always present, it can be used to determine the insulation resistance,
which in case it is too low, indicates an insulation problem.
The voltages to be applied and the insulation resistances to be expected are specified by
different standards like IEEE 43-2000, NEMA MG-1-1993 and EASA technical manuals.
One of the drawbacks of this method is that the measurement strongly depends on the
temperature at which the test is done. In order to compensate for that there are methods
for converting the IR value to a standard temperature [39].
3.1.1.2 Polarization Index (PI)
The PI test is a variation of the IR test and is performed at the same voltage level. The
PI test measures the ability of the groundwall insulation to polarize. This is accomplished
by measuring the IR after one minute and again after ten minutes and then calculating the
ratio of those two values. Usually, the polarization index is expected to be ”high” if the
insulator is in a good condition [5, 39, 40, 41]. The minimum acceptable values of the PI
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are determined by different standards like IEEE 43-2000.
The current between the copper of the windings and the stator core consists of different
components: a capacitive current, a conduction current, a surface leakage current and an
absorption current. The currents of interest are the conductive and the leakage current.
The capacitive current decays quickly. It has been shown empirically that the absorption
current is very high at first and vanishes after about ten minutes. Thus, the PI value shows
how large the leakage and the conductive currents are compared to the absorption current.
If the PI ratio is close to one, this indicates that there might be a problem with the insula-
tion condition.
Compared to the IR test an advantage of the PI test is its insensitivity to the temperature
at which the test is performed.
3.1.1.3 DC High Potential Test (DC HiPot)
The DC High Potential Test shows the ability of the groundwall insulations to withstand
high voltages without exhibiting large leakage currents or even breaking down. The volt-
ages applied are substantially above the normal operation voltages. If the insulation is able
to work under those conditions, it is very likely that under normal operating conditions
there won’t be any major problems that will cause the insulation to fail in the short run
[5, 39, 40, 41]. The magnitude of the test voltage and the way the test is to be carried out
are described by various standards like IEEE 95, IEC 34.1 or NEMA MG-1.
Like the IR and the PI test the HiPot test can be applied to all kinds of machines and
windings except for the rotor of a squirrel cage induction motor.
The major problem with the HiPot test is that it can be destructive in case of an insulation
breakdown, even though the machine might still have been able to operate for a long time.
A breakdown usually results in a costly repair of the machine.
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3.1.1.4 AC High Potential Test (AC HiPot)
The principle of the AC HiPot test is similar to the one in the DC HiPot testing. Instead
of a DC voltage an AC voltage of 50 or 60 Hz is applied to the groundwall insulation.
Sometimes a test frequency of 0.1 Hz can be employed [5, 40, 41].
Fundamentally, the AC HiPot test has all the features described in the DC HiPot test.
The main difference between AC and DC is the voltage distribution. In the DC case the
amount of the voltage dropped across an element depends on its resistance (resistivity). In
the AC case the voltage distribution depends on the capacitance of the element (dielectric
constant).
3.1.2 Methods for Stator Turn Fault Detection
There are a several methods available that can diagnose a damaged or deteriorated turn-
to-turn insulation of coils.
3.1.2.1 Winding Resistance Test
The winding resistance or conductivity test simply checks if there is an unbalance among
the resistances of the stator coils. A well-defined DC current is injected and the voltage
drop across the coils is measured. With the resistance in one of the coils being lower than
that in the other coils, some shorted turns in the coil are indicated [39, 7].
This method has no predictive character since it can only detect a fault when it has already
occurred.
3.1.2.2 Inductive Impedance Test
The inductive impedance test can be applied to any three phase stator windings [5]. It
is the AC equivalent to the winding resistance test. A high frequency voltage is applied
between the different terminals of the machine and the resulting high frequency current
is measured. If the three inductances measured are different, a faulty winding might be
indicated. Unfortunately, there can be other sources (rotor position, steel end shields) for a
deviation among the inductances. Like the winding resistance test the inductive impedance
test can only detect a solid turn fault.
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3.1.2.3 Offline Partial Discharge Test
The offline partial discharge test can be applied to medium and high voltage machines only
[5, 44]. It measures the PD activities of a machine when it is operated at the rated voltage.
The higher the number of partial discharges is, the more the insulation system is deterio-
rated. This test method is intrusive. Generally, the rotor is removed for the test, in order
to obtain the best results possible.
3.1.2.4 Offline Surge Test
About 80% of all electrical failures in the stator originate from a weak turn-to-turn insulation
[33]. The surge test is a very commonly used and well-trusted offline test to assess the
integrity of the turn-to-turn insulation of the stator. The benefits and dangers of the surge
test have been discussed elaborately in literature and the methods to conduct and evaluate
the measurements have been steadily improved over the years [33, 5, 7, 39, 45, 46, 34, 35,
13, 20, 47]. There is no other offline or online test applicable to low voltage machines with a
similar capability. For example, the partial discharge test is applicable to medium and high
voltage machines only and other methods like the winding resistance test or the inductive
impedance test can detect a solid turn fault only due to the imbalances in the resistance or
inductance, respectively. The most common methods developed for online monitoring are
merely able to detect a solid turn fault but not a deterioration of the turn insulation. By
applying a high voltage between the turns the surge test is able to overcome this limitation
and provides some precious insight into the condition of the turn-to-turn insulation.
The principle of surge testing is to apply a short current pulse with a fast rise time to
the windings of the stator. By Lenz’s Law there is a voltage induced between the adjacent
loops of the winding. If the voltage exceeds the breakdown voltage of the insulation, there
will be an arc developing. This process can be detected by observing the impulse response
of the motor, which can simply be called “surge waveform”. If the insulation is in a good
condition, it will withstand the voltage applied and the zero crossings of the waveform will
be the same for a sequence of ever-growing test voltages applied to the machine. If the
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insulation cannot withstand the voltage stress, this can be observed by a change in the
frequency or the zero crossings of the surge waveform respectively. The arcing between
turns or temporary breakdown of the insulation can be modeled as a temporary change of
the inductance of the machine, i.e., the motor inductance is altered during the arcing and
assumes the inductance value of the healthy state after the arcing is over.
(a) Surge Test Setup. (b) Equivalent Circuit for Surge Test.
Figure 4: Offline Surge Test Schematic.
In practical application a capacitor is charged up to a specified voltage level and sub-
sequently discharged in one of the motor’s windings as shown in Fig. 4a. In a first order
approximation the capacitor and the motor present a RLC-series circuit. Given L and R
representing the model of the motor, the voltage across the capacitor will be oscillating
towards zero for an adequate choice of C. If there is a temporary short (arcing) between
the turns of the insulation due to a deteriorated winding, a change in the frequency and
the magnitude of the discharge response can be observed. The angular frequency of the
damped sinusoidal waveform can be determined by solving the RLC series circuit shown in




















the angular frequency can be closely approximated by




By applying a voltage between the turns that is significantly higher than the inter-
turn voltage during the operation of the motor under rated conditions, a weakness in the
insulation can be found. The recommended test-voltages can be found in IEEE 522 [13]
and NEMA MG-1 [20]. As a rule of thumb the maximum test voltage can be determined
by [39]:
Vmax = 1000V + 2 ∗ Vrated . (6)
There has been a lot of controversy about the risk of surge testing [48, 49, 50]. A
comprehensive study about this issue disproves the statement that surge testing significantly
reduces the lifetime of a machine [34, 35]. The effect of the surge rise time and the voltage
distribution during a surge test is also a topic that has been widely discussed [51].
Further investigations on the offline surge test are performed in Chapter 4. The focus
of this chapter is to give further insight in the methods used to evaluate the surge test and
give a mathematical definition on the sensitivity of the test.
3.2 Online-Monitoring
Various monitoring methods using different physical quantities to detect the health condi-
tion of the stator insulation system have been developed [5, 6]. These methods use different
motor parameters like magnetic flux, temperature, stator current, or input power for the
monitoring purpose. The induction motor model with a turn-to-turn fault, introduced in
[52, 53, 54, 55, 56], is required for some of the methods.
Online condition monitoring is usually preferred in applications that have a continuous
process, such as petro/chem, water treatment, material handling, etc. The major advantage
is that the machine does not have to be taken out of service. As a result, the health
condition of a motor in operation can be assessed. The predictive maintenance is made easier
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because the machine is kept under constant monitoring, an incipient failure can immediately
be detected and actions can be scheduled to avoid a more severe process downtime. A
disadvantage is, that the online monitoring techniques often require the installation of
additional equipment, which has to be installed on every machine. Compared to the offline-
tests it is more difficult or even impossible to detect some failure processes [5]. Meanwhile
many sensorless and non-intrusive methods using the electrical signatures, e.g., current and
voltage, have been developed. The monitoring algorithm can reside in the motor control
center or even inside of the motor control devices such as the drives [57]. Therefore, the
online monitoring can become non-intrusive without the need of additional sensors and
installations.
The majority of the methods discussed in this section are able to detect a solid turn
fault only, yet not the deterioration of the insulation system. These methods cannot be
used for preventive maintenance and are employed rather to prevent a more serious damage
to the machine itself.
3.2.1 Temperature Monitoring
The constant monitoring of the temperature and trending over time can be used by main-
tenance personnel to draw conclusions about the insulation condition [5]. In many motors
the temperature is monitored and the motor is turned off, in case a certain temperature
is exceeded. Temperature sensors can be embedded within the stator windings, the stator
core or frame or even be part of the cooling system. Different types of temperature sensors
like resistance temperature detectors (RTD) or thermocouples are employed. The ability to
measure even small variations in the temperature allows the user to detect insulation prob-
lems at an early stage. Thus, the maintenance can be scheduled before a major breakdown
occurs [22].
A lot of work has been done on temperature estimation techniques, which are non-
intrusive and thus do not require the installation of temperature sensors[58, 59, 60, 61, 62].
These approaches can be classified by two methods:
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1. based on parameters, which indirectly measure the temperature through the estima-
tion of the stator resistance and
2. based on the thermal model of the machine.
The thermal model based methods usually suffer from the difficulty to properly estimate the
thermal parameters as well as the estimation of the losses in the motor. The main problem
of the parameter based methods is the fluctuation of the motor parameters and the resulting
inaccuracy of the temperature estimation. In order to avoid problems with the parameter
estimation a DC injection based method is suggested in [63] and further developed in [64].
The latest advancement of the DC injection allows the use of soft-starters and inverter-
drives to inject the DC signal [65]. Only a change in the control software is required to
implement this method.
3.2.2 Condition Monitors and Tagging Compounds
Condition monitors and tagging compounds have been used in motor monitoring for over
30 years. The condition monitors can be described as ”smoke detectors” [5]. Basically, they
can detect particles developing when the windings are at a very high temperature and the
insulation system is close to failure. In addition tagging compounds can be used in order
to improve the sensitivity [22]. Tagging compounds are paints that emit particles with
unique chemical signatures at specified high temperatures. These particles can easily be
detected by the condition monitor and can thus indicate when a certain motor temperature
is reached.
3.2.3 High Frequency Impedance/Turn-to-Turn Capacitance
A non-intrusive condition monitoring system using the high frequency response of the motor
is introduced in [66]. It is able to observe the aging and, consequently, the deterioration of
the turn-to-turn insulation by detecting small changes in the stator winding’s turn-to-turn
capacitance.
It is shown that the turn-to-turn capacitance of the stator winding and as a result, its
impedance spectrum is changing under the influence of different aging processes. Since it
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is not possible to use an impedance analyzer for the purpose of an online test, the injection
of a small high frequency (HF) signal into the stator winding is suggested. Its frequency
has to be close to the series resonance frequency of the system. The flux in the vicinity of
the machine caused by the HF signal injected can be measured by a magnetic probe. The
change in the phase lag between the signal injected and the flux measured will be used as an
indicator of a change in the resonance frequency and thus in the turn-to-turn capacitance,
which is caused by the deterioration of the insulation. Fig. 5 [66] shows a measurement
(a) Injection generator and field probe signals. (b) Phase lag of the magnetic field versus fre-
quency.
Figure 5: Results for broad band impedance test.
result for the voltage injected and the corresponding flux as well as the result for the phase
lag between the two signals around the frequency of the series resonance of the system. If
some prior knowledge or data of the system are available, a failure of the insulation system
likely to occur in the near future can even be deduced.
A similar technique is introduced in two different patents [67, 68]. Each of them suggests
two different methods to determine the condition of the insulation and how close it is to
failure. The first method requires comparing the impedance response to a response recorded
after the fabrication of the motor, which can be called its ”birth certificate”. Another
method is to calculate the power that is dissipated in the insulation by either measuring
the current or the voltage across the winding and using the broadband impedance response.
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This power is then compared to a target value, which can be determined by historical data
from similar motors.
In contrast to the claim in [66] the use of an impedance meter is suggested in patent [67].
However, in patent [68] the measurement of the broadband impedance is accomplished by
measuring the voltage and the current at the terminals of the machine and by using Ohm’s
Law.
3.2.4 Sequence Components
Several methods based on the sequence components of the machine’s impedance, currents or
voltages have been developed for the online-detection of solid turn-to-turn faults in the stator
insulation system [32, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87].
All these methods are based on the increase in the negative sequence component as a fault
indicator that is caused by the increased asymmetry due to a turn-to-turn fault.
The main drawback of the methods using the sequence components is, that only a solid turn
fault, yet not the change of the overall condition prior to the fault (i.e., the deterioration of
the insulation system) is monitored. The main challenge of the methods in practical appli-
cation is to separate the turn fault’s contribution to the negative sequence component from
the contribution of non-idealities like the inherent asymmetry of the motor, an unbalance
in the measurement system or a supply voltage unbalance.
3.2.4.1 Negative Sequence Current
The monitoring of the negative sequence current for fault detection is the subject of several
publications [32, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75].
If there is an asymmetry introduced by a turn-to-turn fault the negative sequence current
will increase and can therefore be used as an indicator for a fault. The major problem about
this method is that the negative sequence component of the current is not only affected by
a turn-to-turn fault, but also by a supply voltage imbalance, motor and load inherent
asymmetries, and measurement errors.
The methods suggested in [69] and [70] account for those non-idealities by using the
negative sequence voltage and impedance in combination with a database.
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Another way to consider the non-idealities is the use of artificial neural networks (ANN). A
method to determine the negative sequence current due to a turn fault with the help of an
ANN is proposed in [71, 72, 73]. Fig. 6 [72] shows the diagram of the neural-network-based
Figure 6: Schematic of the neural-network-based turn-fault detection scheme.
turn-fault detection scheme. The inputs to the neural network are the magnitude of the
positive sequence voltage Vsp, the negative sequence voltage phasor Ṽsn and the positive
sequence current phasor Ĩsp. The neural network is trained offline over the entire range
of operating conditions. So the ANN learns to estimate the negative sequence current of
the healthy machine considering all sources of asymmetry except for the asymmetry due
to a turn fault (Ĩsn,est). During the monitoring process the ANN estimates the negative
sequence current based on the training under healthy condition. This value is compared to
the negative sequence current measured (Ĩsn). The deviation of the value measured from
the value estimated (Ĩsn,fault) is an indicator of a turn fault and even indicates the severity
of the fault. Another approach using the negative sequence current and an ANN to detect
the fault, which is implemented in a LABVIEW environment, is proposed in [74].
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The use of the negative sequence current in inverter-fed machines is examined in [75].
For the fault detection a high frequency signal is superposed to the fundamental excita-
tion. Using reference frame theory and digital filters the authors present how to isolate
the negative sequence component of the current due to the injected voltage. The experi-
mental results show that the method is largely independent from the operating conditions
(frequency of fundamental excitation, load level) and clearly able to identify even a very
small number of shorted turns as can be seen in Fig. 7 [75]. The application of a high fre-
(a) Experimentally measured dc component of
the negative-sequence carrier-signal current for
a motor with zero-, two-, and four-turn faults
and the cases of no fundamental current (O),
rated flux-no load (∗), rated flux-70% rated
load (∆) and rated flux-rated load (∇). ωc =
535.7Hz and Vc = 10V (peak), ωe = 1Hz, ωr
being varied according to the load level.
(b) Experimentally measured dc component of
the negative-sequence carrier-signal current for
a motor with zero-, two-, and four-turn faults
and different fundamental frequencies: ωe =
1Hz (O), ωe = 5Hz (∇), ωe = 9Hz (∆) and
no load, rated flux, ωc = 535.7Hz, and Vc = 10
V (peak).
Figure 7: Experimental results for turn fault detection using high-frequency injection in
inverter-fed machines.
quency signal also minimizes the influence on the machine’s operation. The authors point
out that the method is not applicable to some types of machines operating under certain
conditions. To compensate for non-idealities like the inherent asymmetry of the windings a
commissioning process during the first operation of the machine is suggested.
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3.2.4.2 Sequence Impedance Matrix
The calculation of the sequence impedance matrix under healthy conditions is the basis of
an approach that is presented in [77, 78, 79, 80, 81]. A library of the sequence impedance
matrix that is a function of the motor speed is created for the healthy machine prior to the
monitoring process. The relationship between the positive and negative sequence voltages









During the monitoring process the voltage at the motor terminals and the line currents
are measured and converted to the respective positive and negative sequence components.
Then the expected sequence voltages Va1 and Va2 as defined in Eq. (7) are calculated and
compared to the measurement results. Any mismatch between the positive and negative
sequence voltages measured and calculated is an indicator of an insulation failure. The
method is neither sensitive to inherent asymmetry nor to mismatched sensors since these
are taken into account during the construction of the library. Furthermore, a voltage un-
balance should not affect the results since it has no effect on the zxy parameters, and an
unbalance in the supply should affect the measurement in the same way as the estimation,
i.e., both, the measurement and the estimation should render the same result. Fig. 8a [79]
shows the schematic of the machine used for the simulation and the experiment. Fig. 8b [79]
displays the experimental results of the mismatches between the calculated and measured
voltages with (Rc = 21.5Ω) and without (Rc = ∞) a simulated inherent machine unbalance
for different fault severities (Rf varied). The result shows that the fault can be identified
by a mismatch in the positive and negative sequence voltage and that the result does not
depend on the inherent machine unbalance.
Another robust and highly sensitive approach that is based on a similar concept as the
previous method is introduced in [82]. It uses the off-diagonal term Znp of the sequence
component impedance matrix that can be obtained from two independent voltage and
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(a) Schematic diagram of the universal laboratory
machine.
(b) Calculated voltage mismatches with and
without simulated construction unbalance.






where n stands for the negative sequence, p for the positive sequence and 1 and 2 for the first
and second measurements respectively. The method requires a learning stage to obtain the
Znp-values for the healthy machine for various slip conditions. The values obtained during
the learning process, i.e., for the healthy machine, are labeled Znp0. During the protection
stage Znp is continuously calculated and compared to the value obtained during the learning
stage. An increase in ∆Znp = Znp − Znp0 is an indicator of a turn fault. Fig. 9 [82] shows
the structure of the lab setup and ∆Znp for a machine that can simulate a turn fault of
one, two and three consecutive shorted turns. The turn fault can clearly be identified. The
method is immune against supply voltage unbalance, against the slip-dependent influence
of inherent motor asymmetry and also against measurement errors.
3.2.4.3 Line-Neutral Voltage
A method utilizing the zero sequence voltage is proposed in [83]. The algebraic sum of the
line-neutral voltages is used as an indicator for a turn fault. For a symmetrical machine
the sum Ṽa + Ṽb + Ṽc is zero, where Ṽa, Ṽb and Ṽc are the line neutral voltages of the
machine. This equation even applies under unbalanced supply voltage conditions as long as
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(a) Experimental setup for testing proposed Znp-based turn fault
detection scheme.
(b) Calculated: Znp for developing turn fault
(0 → 1 → 2 → 3 turn fault(s)) at arbitrary near
rated slip condition.
(c) Calculated: |Znp| for developing turn fault
(0 → 1 → 2 → 3 turn fault(s)) at arbitrary near
rated slip condition.
Figure 9: Results for the stator fault detection using an off-diagonal term of the sequence
component impedance matrix.
the impedances in all phases are balanced (Za = Zb = Zc) and the machine has a floating
neutral. Therefore, the sum of the line neutral voltages Vsum can be used as an indicator
for a turn fault. However, there are some practical considerations that have to be made.
To get rid of the effects of noise and higher order harmonics the voltage sum is band-pass
filtered around the fundamental. Inherent machine and instrumentation imbalances can
be taken into account by either adjusting the signal gains manually or by implementing a
self-adjusting technique for the signal gains. The laboratory setup is shown in Fig. 10c [83]
and the result for the fault detection algorithm is displayed in Fig. 10a and 10b. A single
shorted turn out of 144 turns can be identified. The main drawback of this procedure is
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(a) The instantaneous value, vsum, of the fundamen-
tal during the application of a single-turn fault at 70
ms. Digital band-pass filtering was used to obtain
this remarkable turn-fault-detection sensitivity.
(b) The rms value V sum,rms of the fundamental dur-
ing two occurrences each of one-, two-, and three-
turn faults. Digital band-pass filtering used.
(c) Basic block diagram of new turn-fault
detection method.
Figure 10: Results for the stator fault detection using the line-neutral voltages.
that the neutral of the machine has to be accessible.
3.2.5 Pendulous Oscillation Phenomenon
The phenomenon of pendulous oscillation of the magnetic field reflected in the stator current
has been used to detect broken rotor bars [84, 85]. In [86] the concept is extended for the
detection of stator turn faults. The different effects that a broken rotor bar, a stator turn
fault and supply voltage unbalance have on the stator current are illustrated in [86]. It is
stated that the method can detect a turn fault even in the presence of non-idealities like
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construction imperfection or supply unbalance. Furthermore, a detailed state space model
of a faulty induction machine is given.
3.2.6 Signature Analysis
Besides the use of the sequence components the analysis of the frequency spectrum of
various machine quantities like the current, the flux or the vibration is a popular method to
monitor the condition of induction machines. A turn fault will influence certain frequency
components that can be used as fault indicators. Some of the drawbacks in practical
applications are the dependence of the fault indicators on the load level of the machine and
the presence of non-idealities like supply unbalance. Analyzing the origin of the frequency
components indicating the fault requires a complex analysis of the induction machine.
3.2.6.1 Axial Leakage Flux
If an induction machine is in a perfectly-balanced condition, no axial leakage flux exists.
Production imperfection always goes together with a small asymmetry of the motor that
causes an axial leakage flux. Since a turn fault also creates some asymmetry in the machine
and some axial leakage flux in consequence, the monitoring of this flux can be used for
detecting turn faults. This technique has been the topic of several publications [88, 89].
The theoretical and practical analyses carried out show that certain frequency compo-
nents of the axial leakage flux are sensitive to inter-turn short circuits. One of the main
disadvantages of this method is the strong dependency on the load driven by the motor.
The highest sensitivity can be reached under full-load condition. Another drawback is that
a search coil used to detect the axial flux has to be installed.
Another publication [90] describes a system that not only detects turn-to-turn faults,
but also uses the axial leakage flux itself to find broken rotor bars and end rings.
3.2.6.2 Current Signature Analysis
Motor current signature analysis (MCSA) is a popular method to detect broken rotor bars
and air gap eccentricity [91]-[92]. It is also possible to use this technique to detect turn
faults, which has been shown in [93]-[94]. The magnitude of specific stator current harmonics
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changes after a turn fault developed. The method for detecting a turn fault seems to be
somewhat subjective. The various approaches use different frequency harmonics as the fault
indicator.
The observation of the change in the third harmonic and some other frequency compo-
nents is suggested in [93], for example. Simulation and experimental results are presented.
The current spectrum of a healthy machine and of a machine with a turn fault that spans
over half of the coil is shown in Fig. 11 [93].
(a) Spectral content of line current of experi-
mental machine. No load, no fault condition.
(b) Spectral content of line current of experi-
mental machine. No load, interturn short cir-
cuit condition. Ia=4.2A, Id=14A.
(c) Spectral content of line current of experi-
mental machine. Full load, no fault condition.
(d) Spectral content of line current of experi-
mental machine. Full load, interturn short cir-
cuit condition. Ia=6.5A, Id=14A.
Figure 11: Results for the stator fault detection using current signature analysis.
Unfortunately, the sensitivity of the fault indicating frequency components under loaded
conditions is significantly lower than that under no load. The influence of inherent motor
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asymmetry and supply unbalance is not investigated any further.
The influence of a stator turn fault on the main harmonic current components (I+ and
I−) due to rotor slotting is shown in [95]. The frequencies used as fault indicators can be
determined by
f− = N(1− s)f/p− f , (9)
f+ = N(1− s)f/p + f , (10)
where N is the number of rotor bars, s the slip, p the number of pole pairs and f the
frequency of the fundamental excitation. Simulations for 18 different machines at three
different power levels (4kW, 7.5kW, 11kW) are performed and the influence of the load
level is analyzed. The results shown in Fig. 12 [95] display the dependence of the harmonic
components I+ and I− on the fault severity Kf .
(a) Set B at frequency f−. (b) Set B at frequency f+.
Figure 12: Main stator current harmonics due to rotor slotting.
Unfortunately, effects like the magnetic saturation of the rotor teeth are not analyzed
and the influence of non-idealities like voltage unbalance and inherent asymmetries are
not considered in the model used for simulation. Furthermore, there is no experimental
validation of the results presented.
A diagnostic system using MCSA that is capable of detecting shorted turns as well as
other faults like broken rotor bars, end rings and air gap eccentricity is presented in [96].
Based on the signature analysis of the stator current in dq0-components the algorithm
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described in [97] is capable of detecting turn faults. By using wavelet transforms the noise
is reduced significantly.
3.2.6.3 Vibration Signature Analysis
Another quantity, whose signature analysis can be used to get information about the con-
dition of the insulation system, is the electrically excited vibration. This topic has been
examined in [98, 99]. The results show that deteriorated and faulty windings can be iden-
tified. It is pointed out that the method is suitable to provide additional information
supplementary to other monitoring techniques. Further research will have to be made in
order to gain full access to the potential of this method. An obvious disadvantage is the
required installation of the vibration sensors.
3.2.7 AI-Based Methods
As mentioned above ANNs can be used to detect stator turn faults in combination with the
negative sequence current [71, 72, 73]. Recently, several other methods based on AI have
been developed to detect turn faults in the stator of induction machines [100] -[101]. The
methods use different techniques to identify the faults. The most common ones are expert
systems, artificial neural networks, fuzzy logic, or a combination of the latter two.
According to [25] the diagnostic procedure using AI-based methods can be divided into
the signature extraction, the fault identification and the fault severity evaluation.
An advantage of the AI systems compared to traditional diagnostic techniques is, that
only a minimum of a priori knowledge is needed to implement the diagnosis tool. Neither a
detailed model of the system to be analyzed, nor the modeling of the fault is required. Fur-
thermore, the automation of the diagnostic process is improved by using AI-based systems.
3.2.8 Partial Discharge
A popular, reliable and frequently used method for finding problems with the insulation
system of medium and high voltage machines is the partial discharge (PD) method [6, 5,
102, 103, 104, 105] that can be applied online as well as offline. Unfortunately, it requires
the installation of costly additional equipment. For various reasons this method has not
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been widely applied to low voltage machines yet. However, the occurrence of PD in low
voltage motors under application of voltage surges has been subject to several investigations
[106, 107] and the possible use of the PD method for low voltage motors has recently been
reported in [108, 109]. Since the voltage level in low voltage mains-fed machines is too
low to induce partial discharges, the method is only applied to inverter-fed machines that
are subject to repetitive voltage surges. The main problem of this application is that the
partial discharges are overlapped by the voltage surges and hence are difficult to detect.
Different methods, which all entail large complexity and cost, are suggested. For example,
a detection using optical sensors is suggested. Fig. 13a [109] shows the PD light emission
images of an inverter-fed motor and Fig. 13b [110] displays the positive and negative edge
of the inverter surge voltage and the resultant PD signals measured with a photomultiplier
tube. The PD is detected at both, the rising and the falling edge [110]. Yet this method
(a) PD light emission images for inverter-fed motor. (b) Inverter surge voltage and PD signal.
Figure 13: Optical detection of PD activity in inverter-fed induction machines.
does not seem to be very useful for the application in motors since the windings are at
least partially invisible (hidden) and some discharges are therefore hidden from the optical
sensor. The cost and complexity of this or other methods seem to be too high to justify the
use on comparatively cheap low voltage motors on a big scale.
A by-product of the PD that can also be used for monitoring the insulation condition
is ozone gas [5].
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3.2.9 Motor Diagnostics in Specific Environments
Several papers investigate the possibility of applying various motor diagnosis tools under
certain operating conditions [111], [112]-[113]. These operating conditions include mains- or
inverter-fed [111], [112]-[114], torque- or vector-controlled [115]-[113] induction machines.
3.3 Chapter Summary
An overview over the state of the art in insulation monitoring with a focus on the turn
insulation monitoring is given in this chapter. For the sake of clarity the methods are
divided into offline methods and online methods.
The offline methods can be further categorized into techniques that diagnose either
1. a solid turn fault with one or more shorted turns, or
2. the aging of the turn insulation prior to an insulation breakdown.
The only test out of the second group that is applicable to all kinds of windings and voltage
levels is the surge test. The partial discharge test is only applicable to medium and high
voltage machines.
The online methods can be divided into three groups. These methods can
1. detect a temperature increase, which can be related to a turn fault.
2. diagnose a solid turn fault.
3. observe the aging of the insulation.
The methods in the first group are based on the temperature monitoring of the machine by
either measuring the temperature directly, estimating the temperature, or detecting parti-
cles that are emitted at certain temperatures. The second group consists of methods that
can detect shorted turns. The most common techniques are based on the sequence compo-
nents (i.e., negative sequence current, sequence impedance matrix, zero sequence voltage),
and the signature analysis of a suitable physical quantity (i.e., line current, vibration, axial
leakage flux). These two groups can solely be used for the protection of the machine. To
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improve the maintenance process the aging of the insulation needs to be monitored. Fur-
thermore, the aging process needs to be related to the time that is left until a solid turn
fault occurs. The combination of these two factors allows the improvement of the mainte-
nance process, and can prevent costly process downtime due to a turn insulation failure.
Some initial investigations on the use of the broadband impedance of the machine as well
as on the use of partial discharge activities in inverter-fed low voltage machines have been
presented. Yet, up to now neither of the methods has been well-tested, and has linked the
aging process to the time until the failure occurs.
After giving an overview over the state of the art in turn insulation monitoring of low
voltage induction machines in this chapter, the next chapter will give an in-depth analysis
of topics related to surge testing. The main focus is on the definition and derivation of the




EVALUATION AND SENSITIVITY OF THE OFFLINE SURGE TEST
The offline surge test is a well-established method to test the insulation of a motor. The
basics of the test are introduced in section 3.1.2.4. The methods used to evaluate the
experiments are analyzed in this chapter in more detail. A sensitivity analysis of the surge
test is performed and the influence of disturbances on the measurement is discussed.
4.1 Execution and Evaluation of the Surge Test
Not only have several methods to conduct and evaluate the surge test been developed in
recent years, but also reliable test equipment that makes it easier to perform the surge
experiment [13, 33, 39, 47, 116].
The onset of a turn insulation fault will result in the modification of the surge waveform.
As mentioned in section 3.1.2.4 the arcing between the turns introduced by the surge test
can be modeled as a temporary change in the motor’s inductance. This modification affects
the frequency as well as the amplitude of the surge waveform. The duration of the change
in the motor inductance induced by the capacitor is usually short (a few cycles of the surge
waveform), which is desirable in order to prevent a more serious damage to the insulation.
The breakdown of the insulation presumably occurs for a part of the surge waveform only,
i.e., the motor inductance is altered only during a portion of the surge waveform and will
assume the non-faulty value afterwards. The experiments in this chapter are performed
with induction machines that can emulate shorted turns, i.e., that can emulate a solid turn
fault. A better method to emulate a deteriorated turn insulation is introduced in Chapter
5. The use of a solid turn fault is a special case of this method where the arcing lasts for
the entire surge waveform. Since it is already well-established that the surge test can find
a weakness in the winding, the emulation of a solid turn fault is sufficient as a proof of
concept.
The straightforward approach to evaluate the test by analyzing the frequency of the
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surge waveform in presence of disturbances (noise) requires elaborate signal processing
methods like the wavelet transform. The methods used in practice are simpler and do not
require complicated calculations. A very common method is the observation of the zero
crossings of the surge response, since the change in the frequency of the surge waveform due
to the capacitor discharge will affect the zero crossings. Another popular method for the
evaluation is to compute the error area ratio (EAR). It is robust to disturbances, sensitive
to the fault and can detect a hardly visible difference between two noisy waveforms. For




∣∣∣F (1)i − F (2)i ∣∣∣∑N
j=1
∣∣∣F (1)j ∣∣∣ ∗ 100 , (11)
where F (1)i is the ith point of the first waveform (reference waveform), F
(2)
i is the corre-
sponding point of the second waveform (test waveform), and N is the number of data points
of the discharge curve that are compared. The EAR vanishes for two identical waveforms.
The difference between two waveforms with an EAR of 5% is usually difficult to be observed
in the presence of noise.
The EAR can be applied in different forms. The most robust and reliable method is
called the pulse-to-pulse EAR (P-P EAR). During the test the initial capacitor voltage
is increased in well-defined steps. The successive waveforms obtained from the discharges
are compared by using the EAR. If the EAR changes by more than a preset value, this
is attributed to an insulation failure. For a healthy machine the amplitudes of the surge
waveform are linear functions of the initial capacitor voltage. If two capacitor discharge
waveforms with the initial voltages V1 and V2 are compared, then
Fi(V1 + V2) = Fi(V1) + Fi(V2) ,
Fi(kV ) = kFi(V ) .
Suppose the experiment is started by discharging the capacitor with the initial voltage
of V0 and the subsequent test waveforms are obtained by increasing the initial capacitor
voltage in steps of ∆V , the capacitor voltage after increasing the voltage n times will be
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Vn = V0 + n∆V and the respective waveform is
Fi(Vn) = Fi(V0) + nFi(∆V ) . (12)
The EAR between two consecutive discharges with the initial voltages Vn = V0 + n∆V




∣∣∣F (n)i − F (n+1)i ∣∣∣∑N
j=1




i=1 |Fi(V0) + nFi(∆V )|
100 . (13)





∗ 100 . (14)
That means that for a surge test in a linear system with an initial capacitor voltage of
V0 = k∆V and a step size of ∆V the EAR between the nth and (n + 1)th waveform can
be obtained by simply calculating 100/(k + n). For two consecutive discharges, the first of
which performed at the initial capacitor voltage of V1, and the second at V1 +∆V , Eq. (14)




∗ 100 = ∆V
V1
∗ 100 . (15)
An offline surge test with a test configuration as shown in Fig. 4a is simulated in
MATLAB. The very first initial capacitor voltage is set to V0 =2.5 pu and increased up to
3.5 pu in steps of ∆V =0.1 pu. The machine model used for simulation has an adjustable
turn-to-turn fault in Phase A. The equations used for the induction machine implementation
are given in Appendix B and described in more detail in [55], and the machine parameters
are given in Table 1. For the final test voltage of 3.5 pu the simulation is performed for the
healthy machine, a turn fault of 1%, 2%, 5% and 10%, where 1% means that 1 out of 100
turns is shorted. The respective surge waveforms are shown in Fig. 14.
The EAR is calculated from the data (surge waveforms) obtained by the simulation
on the one hand and by Eq. (15) on the other hand. The result for the EAR vs. initial
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Table 1: Per-Phase Motor Model Parameters in Per-Unit.
Magnetizing Stator& Rotor Stator Rotor Surge Surge
Inductance Leakage Inductance Resistor Resistor Capacitor Resistor
Lms Lls, Llr Rs Rr C Rloss
3.0 0.1 0.02 0.06 0.25 10−3 5



















(a) Surge waveforms for initial voltages between 2.5
pu and 3.5 pu.

















(b) Portion of the surge waveforms for initial voltages
between 2.5 pu and 3.5 pu.























(c) Surge waveforms for an initial voltage of 3.5 pu
for a healthy and a faulty machine.























(d) Portion of the surge waveforms for an initial volt-
age of 3.5 pu for a healthy and a faulty machine.
Figure 14: Simulated surge waveforms of an offline surge test applied to an induction
machine.
capacitor voltage is plotted in Fig. 15. As long as the machine is healthy, both, the EAR
numerically calculated using Eq. (11) (black line o) and the EAR calculated by Eq. (15)
(turquoise line x) match perfectly. For example, for the initial discharge voltage V1 =3.0 pu
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Figure 15: EAR plotted against initial capacitor voltage V1 with an insulation problem
occurring at 3.5 pu voltage.
and a voltage increment of ∆V = 0.1 pu the numerical evaluation delivers an EAR value of
3.33, which is in perfect agreement with the value predicted. As can be seen from Eq. (15),
the EAR decreases for an increasing test voltage since the voltage step ∆V is constant and
the initial capacitor voltage V1 is increased during the test. The EAR rises abruptly for
the onset of a turn fault, which is an indicator for an insulation problem.
The investigation of the motor insulation should be started at a moderate capacitor
initial voltage V0 far away from the expected onset of the insulation failure. Since the test
voltages at the beginning of the experiment are far away from the voltages that will cause
the insulation failure, the values of L and R of Fig. (4b) are constant and the system
under investigation behaves as a linear system. The value of the EAR obeys Eq. (15)
with the consequence that the EAR vs. the initial capacitor voltage curve declines, as
shown in Fig. 15. This decline holds until the onset of the insulation breakdown. The
slightest change of the inductance L of the motor due to the insulation failure increases
the EAR and hence indicates the deterioration of the turn-to-turn insulation. The EAR
value indicating an insulation problem can be chosen in accordance with the EAR value
expected from Eq. (15). The analytical calculation of the EAR considering a change in
the motor inductance is discussed in section 4.3.2. The EAR value expected for a linear
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system as obtained from Eq. (15), for instance, can be increased by 50% and used as a fault
threshold. A value of 5% is recommended by the producers of commercial devices for test
voltages above 1000 V and a voltage step of 25 V [47].
Figure 16: Commercial surge test device D12R from Baker company.
































(b) Close-up of surge waveforms.
Figure 17: Experimental surge waveforms of offline surge test applied to an induction
machine for initial voltages between 600 V and 1200 V.
An experiment using a commercial test device (BAKER TESTER D12R shown in Fig.
16) and a machine that can simulate a turn fault of approximately 10% in one of the
phases is performed, in order to prove that Eq. (15) can also be used for the experimental
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Figure 18: EAR plotted against initial capacitor voltage with an insulation problem occur-
ring at 1200 V.
evaluation of the surge test. The very first initial capacitor voltage is set to 600 V and
the voltage is increased in steps of 50 V up to 1200 V. The resulting surge waveforms are
shown in Fig. 17. At the final voltage of 1200 V the test is conducted for the healthy
machine as well as for a turn fault of roughly 10%. The EAR is calculated numerically and
estimated by Eq. (15). A plot of the EAR against the initial capacitor voltage is shown
in Fig. 18. The EAR estimated and the EAR calculated from the measurements are in
good agreement up to the onset of an insulation breakdown. The deviation between the
estimated EAR and the EAR from the measurements can be explained by an inaccuracy of
the initial capacitor voltage. The controls of the commercial test device are too inaccurate
to precisely adjust the test voltage levels aimed at. Therefore, the initial capacitor voltages
slightly deviate from the values that are used for the EAR estimation. The magnified view
of the surge waveforms in Fig. 17b shows that the voltage step is not perfectly constant and
that the initial voltages are slightly smaller than the values displayed by the device. For
example, the EAR between the first two waveforms (i.e., for V1 = 600 V and V2 = 650 V)
turns out to be bigger than the value predicted and the EAR between the second and the
third waveform (i.e., for V1 = 650 V and V2 = 700 V) is smaller than the value predicted.
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This implies that the initial voltage difference between the first and second waveform is
bigger than 50 V, and that the initial voltage difference between the second and the third
waveform is smaller than 50 V, which can be confirmed by Fig. 17b.
The choice of the voltage increment, by which the initial capacitor voltage is increased,
is crucial for the outcome of the test. Even in presence of a non-linearity Eq. (15) will
hold if ∆V is small enough and the insulation is in a good condition. If the test is applied
to a machine with deteriorated turn insulation and the voltage increment is too small, the
modification of the surge waveform might not be sufficiently large to be detected by either
the EAR or the inspection of the zero crossings. Furthermore, the time required to perform
the entire test might be too long if the voltage increment is small, since more pulses have
to be applied to the machine to reach the final test voltage. In practice good results can be
produced for voltage increments of ∆V = 25 V or ∆V = 50 V.
Figure 19: Setup for the surge test with a prototype circuit and an induction machine that
can emulate a shorted winding.
A surge test board not only capable of conducting the surge test offline, but also capable
of applying the surge test to an operating machine has been developed as part of the reserach
at hand. The prototype circuit is described in more detail in Chapter 6 and Appendix E.
For the validation of the prototype board and for further validation of Eq. (15) the surge test
is applied to two squirrel-cage induction machines. The machine parameters are specified
in Table 4. The machine rated for 7.5 hp has two wires at the machine terminal that give
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access to approximately 10% of the turns in Phase C. The machine rated for 5 hp has taps
at the machine terminals that give access to one, two or three consecutive turns in Phase A.
Since the machine insulation is in a good condition, a method to emulate a faulty
insulation is required. The test setup is shown in Fig. 19. A machine with faulty turn
insulation is emulated by closing the switch that connects the terminals u-v (solid turn
fault) and is referred to as faulty machine. With this test setup a faulty machine can be
emulated for any test voltage level, although it is not likely to detect an insulation problem
for a low test voltage in practice. If the switch connecting u-v is open, the turn insulation
is in a good condition and the term healthy machine is used.

















(a) Surge waveforms for initial voltages between 500
V and 1800 V.




















(b) Portion of the surge waveforms for initial voltages
between 500 V and 1800 V.























(c) Surge waveforms for an initial voltage of 1800 V
for the healthy and faulty machine.



























(d) EAR versus the initial capacitor voltage for
healthy and faulty machines.
Figure 20: Experimental results of the offline surge test applied to a 5 hp induction machine.
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(a) Surge waveforms for initial voltages between 500
V and 1800 V.















(b) Portion of the surge waveforms for initial voltages
between 500 V and 1800 V.






















(c) Surge waveforms for an initial voltage of 1800 V
for the healthy and faulty machine.
























(d) Portion of the surge waveforms for an initial volt-
age of 3.5 pu for healthy and faulty machine.
Figure 21: Experimental results of the offline surge test applied to a 7.5 hp induction
machine.
The results using the 5 hp machine are shown in Fig. 20, and the ones obtained with
the 7.5 hp machine are displayed in Fig. 21. The initial capacitor voltage is increased
from V0 = 500 V in increments of ∆V = 25 V. The test is first conducted over the whole
test voltage range by using a machine with a healthy turn insulation (u-v open) and then
repeated by using a faulty machine (u-v shorted). The EAR values for the faulty machine
(EAR1turn, EAR2turns and EAR3turns of Fig. 20d and EARfaulty of Fig. 21d) are obtained
so that F (1) of Eq. (11) is measured with u-v open and F (2) with u-v closed. The EAR for
the healthy machine is obtained if both measurements, F (1) and F (2), are taken with u-v
open.
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The EAR of a healthy machine (as depicted by EARhealthy or EARexpected) decreases
with an increasing test voltage as shown in Figs. 20d and 21d . The onset of an insulation
breakdown at any voltage of Figs. 20d and 21d is signaled by an abrupt change of the EAR
from the lower curve (EARhealthy or EARexpected) to one of the upper curves (EAR1turn,
EAR2turns and EAR3turns of Fig. 20d and EARfaulty of Fig. 21d). In a genuine experi-
ment, where the condition of the turn insulation is unknown, the test has to be terminated
immediately to avoid any further damage of the insulation for such an increase of the EAR.
The losses of the 5 hp machine around the frequency of the surge waveform are higher
than those of the 7.5 hp machine, which can be observed from the decay of the surge
waveforms in Figs. 20a and 21a. For both machines, the healthy and the faulty insulation
can clearly be identified by an significant increase in the EAR and the shift of the zero
crossings for the faulty machine. The EAR for the healthy machine matches the predicted
EAR calculated with Eq. (15) well. The EAR measured is offset by 1-2% compared to
the EAR expected. This can be attributed to the measurement noise. The influence of the
measurement nois on the evaluation of the surge waveform is discussed in Section 4.2.
4.2 Noise and EAR
The measurements of the surge waveforms v1 and v2 are subject to disturbances such as
electronic noise, where v1 is the capacitor discharge voltage obtained for an initial voltage
of V1 and v2 is obtained for an initial voltage of V1 + ∆V . If the Gaussian noise v(t) with




and with a zero mean 〈v(t)〉 = 0 is added to v1 and v2, i.e.,
v1n = v1 + v(t) and v2n = v2 + v(t), the RMS of the noise in the signal v1n − v2n will
be
√
2vRMS . Even though the mean and therefore the integral
∞∫
0
v(t) dt = 0, the integral
∞∫
0
|v(t)| dt is bigger than zero due to the nonlinear rectifying property of the absolute value
function. Noise magnitudes of 3vRMS have a very low probability of occurrence. For a









|(A + v)| dt ≈ |A| (16)
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holds for sufficiently great T . If the difference between v1 and v2 is large enough (i.e.,
|v1 − v2| > 3
√
2vRMS), the noise from the signals v1n and v2n is largely removed from the
EAR by the summation, which can be understood as an integration, performed to calculate
the EAR (Eq.(26)). However, for |v1 − v2| ≈ 0, which appears around the zero crossings
and during the later parts of the surge waveforms, the rectified noise contributes to the value
of the integral. To account for the influence of the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) during
the later parts of the surge waveform, this part of the waveform can simply be ignored for
the calculation of the EAR.
Both, the EAR as well as the evaluation of the surge test based on the frequency of
the waveform are subject to noise. The frequency of the damped sinusoidal response to a
capacitor discharge is usually figured out by determining the zero crossings of the discharge
curve. The presence of noise and jitter reduces the fidelity of such a measurement. The
influence of the noise on the frequency evaluation can be diminished by fitting the discharge
curve in the proximity of its zero crossings and then determining the zero crossing of the
fit. Appropriate fitting tools are available in MATLAB. Yet, this procedure is burdened by
a considerable calculation effort.
Another way to improve the results in presence of a Gaussian noise is the application
of the averaging method. Not only does the averaging reduce the noise, but also does it
improve the quality of the measurement hampered by a statistically distributed jitter. If
N surge waveforms are added up, the sum will be the N -fold of the single response. As
the RMS of a Gaussian noise only increases by a factor of
√
N , the signal-to-noise ratio
increases by a factor of
√
N .
A simpler method, which is more intrusive to the waveform than the averaging and fit-
ting, is the application of a suitable filter like a low-pass filter or a Savitzky-Golay smoothing
filter. The advantage of the filtering over the averaging is that only one measurement is
required and that the computational effort is lower.
If neither averaging, nor filtering or fitting are employed, some method that estimates
the contribution of the noise to the EAR has to be used in order to prevent a false alarm.
To obtain a “noise-corrected” EAR, the noise contribution estimated has to be added to
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the EAR value expected (see Eq.(15)). A simple solution to account for the noise is to
calculate the EAR of two waveforms obtained for the same initial capacitor voltage. If
there was no noise in the signals measured, the EAR would vanish. If two waveforms of the
same initial capacitor voltage are taken, this will result in the maximal noise contribution
to the EAR, since the integration will not remove the rectified noise. This EAR value can
be used to obtain an upper “noise-corrected” EAR threshold.
4.3 Sensitivity of the Surge Test
One aspect that has not been discussed in literature yet is the sensitivity analysis of the
evaluation methods of the surge test. Therefore, a sensitivity analysis of the surge waveform
frequency and the EAR is performed. A change in the frequency and a change in the
EAR that is higher than the value expected, specified by Eq. (15), indicates an insulation
problem. Of course, during the surge experiment the onset of an insulation problem might
change the inductance temporarily only and not during the entire duration of the discharge.
However, in order to calculate an estimate for the EAR, it is assumed that the inductance
changes for the entire waveform.
4.3.1 Frequency Sensitivity
The frequency sensitivity shows the dependence of the frequency of the surge waveform
with respect to a change in the inductance induced by an insulation problem. The following






where ∆ω/ω is the relative change of the frequency and ∆L/L the relative change of the
equivalent motor inductance. To estimate the value of Sω a circuit depicted in Fig. 22 is
analyzed.
The importance of this configuration becomes apparent when the discharge of the ca-
pacitor across a motor connected to the mains is studied, where L is the equivalent motor
inductance and LA is the equivalent supply inductance. To obtain the configuration of the
offline test, the inductance LA has to be infinitely big LA → ∞. It is assumed that the
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Figure 22: Simplified schematic of the surge test with an additional inductance LA in
parallel to the motor inductance L.
inductance L changes by some ∆L. The inductance LB =
LAL
LA + L
changes due to the





Since the angular frequency of the surge waveform is given by ω =
1√
LBC





















For the offline test LA is infinitely large and the sensitivity is Sω = −1/2.
4.3.2 EAR Sensitivity and Analytical EAR Calculation in Case of a Turn In-
sulation Failure
In a typical experiment a capacitor is discharged across the motor for an initial capacitor
voltage V1 and in the next step is discharged at an initial voltage of V1 + ∆V . The EAR
of the two waveforms is then calculated by Eq. (11). If during the second discharge (at
V1 + ∆V ) the parameters of the motor, the inductance L in particular, have not changed,
an EAR as given by Eq. (15) is obtained. This EAR can be defined as EAR(∆V,∆L = 0).
In a real experiment the modification of the inductance L between two discharges can be
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induced only if the initial capacitor voltage is increased. If, however, in a hypothetical
experiment two surge experiments are conducted with the same initial voltage V1, with
an inductance of the value L during the first experiment, and an inductance of the value
L+∆L during the second experiment, the EAR between the two waveforms obtained from
this experiment can be defined as EAR(∆V = 0,∆L). This section shows, how the two
EAR values, EAR(∆V = 0,∆L) and EAR(∆V,∆L = 0), are related to the actual EAR
value EAR(∆V,∆L) obtained during an experiment.
The EAR as given by Eq. (11) is already a relative measure. The most suitable definition





where ∆L/L has to be specified in percent, i.e., ∆L/L = 1% instead of ∆L/L = 0.01, since
the EAR is specified in percent.
Unfortunately, if the machine parameters change for the second waveform (∆L > 0),
there is no possibility of an accurate analytic evaluation of SEAR, due to the nonlinear
character of the absolute value function involved in the calculation of the EAR. However,
under some constraints and for some special cases that apply to the waveforms typically
obtained from the surge test, an accurate estimation of the EAR is possible due to a change
in inductance ∆L and voltage ∆V . Two assumptions on the fault condition and the surge
waveform have to be made so that the analytical calculations can be carried out. The arcing
is assumed to last for the entire waveform of the surge test, i.e., it acts like a solid turn
fault. Furthermore, the semi-analytical EAR calculation requires that the damping of the
waveform is neither too strong nor too weak. The limit for the upper and lower damping
of the waveform is discussed in Appendix A.
To illustrate the idea behind the calculation of the EAR, the equivalent RLC-series-
circuit for the surge test as shown in Fig. 4b is analyzed. The solution of the second order
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where V is the initial capacitor voltage, δ and ω are defined in Eq. (3) and Eq. (4). For
the waveforms typically obtained from a surge test, the parameter δ << ω and Eq. (22)
can be simplified as follows:
v(t) ≈ V exp(−δt) cos (ωt) , (23)
where ω is defined as in Eq. (5).
The voltage v1(t) is attained for a healthy motor with an inductance L and an initial
capacitor voltage V1. Thus, all parameters with the index 1 refer to the healthy machine.
The voltage v2(t) is gained from a faulty machine that has an equivalent inductance of
L2 = L + ∆L and an initial voltage V2 = V1 + ∆V . The parameters δ1 and ω1 are based
on the parameters of a healthy machine as shown in Eqs. (3) - (5). The parameters of the
faulty machine can be obtained by











The change in the resistance is neglected for this calculation to avoid further complications.
The simulation results confirm that this assumption is reasonable.








· 100 . (26)
where the upper integration limit can be set to several decay time constants of the envelope
1/δ. For a linear system with a constant inductance, i.e., for ∆L = 0, Eq. (15) is obtained.
The voltages v1(t) and v2(t) as defined in Eq. (23) are plugged into Eq. (26) to obtain
an analytical expression for the EAR. In a first derivation the change in the initial capacitor
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voltage is neglected (∆V = 0), and the change in the EAR following from a change in the
motor inductance only (∆L 6= 0) is calculated. This EAR is labeled EAR(∆V = 0,∆L).
The derivation of the equation is described in detail in Appendix A.2. The EAR can be
approximated as follows:
















· 100 . (27)
If the circuit parameters are known, the values of the parameters ω1 and δ1 of the waveform
can be calculated by Eq. (4) and Eq. (5). Otherwise they can be estimated from the surge
waveform. Using a fitting tool is one way to obtain the parameters from the waveform
measured or simulated. Appropriate fitting tools are available in MATLAB.
For small changes in inductance, i.e., ∆L/L → 0, the relation between the EAR and
∆L/L is linear:






· 100 . (28)





















Further investigations described in detail in Appendix A.3 show that the contributions of
a change in inductance ∆L and a change in the initial capacitor voltage ∆V can be handled
independently of each other, which indicates that the EAR consists of two components:
1. the component EAR(∆V,∆L = 0) that accounts for the change of the EAR due to
the increase in voltage, and
2. the component EAR(∆V = 0,∆L) that accounts for the change in the EAR due to
a change in the inductance.
The EAR due to a change in the initial capacitor voltage and a change in the motor
















EAR(∆V,∆L = 0)2 + EAR(∆V = 0,∆L)2 , (31)
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where EAR(∆V = 0,∆L) is calculated by Eq. (27) and EAR(∆V,∆L = 0) is obtained
from Eq. (15).
4.3.2.1 EAR calculation for an RLC-Circuit
A simulation for an RLC-circuit is performed to illustrate the accuracy of the analytical
EAR calculation. The circuit parameters are chosen as follows: L = 10 mH, C = 20 nF and
R = 150 Ω. The initial capacitor voltage set is V1 = 1000 V, and the voltage step chosen is
50 V, i.e., ∆V/V1 = 0.05. The surge test is simulated for the healthy case (∆L = 0), and
for a relative reduction in inductance by ∆L/L = 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.05, and 0.1. The EAR
is then calculated between the healthy and either of the faulty waveforms.
The waveforms obtained from the simulation are shown in Fig. 23. The EAR numeri-
cally calculated and the estimates based on Eq. (31) and Eq. (27), i.e., EAR(∆V = 0,∆L)
and EAR(∆V,∆L), are plotted versus the relative change of inductance in Fig. 24. Fur-
thermore, the quantities shown in Fig. 24 as well as the sensitivity SEAR and the time of
the first and third zero crossing are given in Table 2.
















Δ L/L = 0%
Δ L/L = 1%
Δ L/L = 2%
Δ L/L = 3%
Δ L/L = 5%
Δ L/L = 10%
(a) Complete surge waveform.
















Δ L/L = 0%
Δ L/L = 1%
Δ L/L = 2%
Δ L/L = 3%
Δ L/L = 5%
Δ L/L = 10%
(b) Zoom of surge waveforms.
Figure 23: Surge waveforms obtained for a healthy circuit at 1000V and faulty circuit at
1050V.
As can be expected, Eq. (27) gives an estimation error for small relative changes in
inductance, since the increase in the initial capacitor voltage is neglected. However, the
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Figure 24: Numerically and analytically calculated EAR between the waveforms of the
healthy and the faulty windings shown in Fig. 23.
Table 2: Simulation results for numerically calculated EAR and estimated EAR for a
RLC-series circuit.
∆L/L in % 0 1 2 3 5 10
EARnumerical in % 5 6.91 10.71 14.89 23.46 43.69
EAR(∆V = 0) by Eq. (27) in % 0 4.61 9.21 13.78 22.76 43.64
EAR(∆V = 50V ) by Eq. (31) in % 5 6.80 10.48 14.66 23.31 43.92
SEAR by Eq. (29) - 4.61 4.60 4.59 4.55 4.36
time of 1st zero crossing in µs 23.9 23.8 23.6 23.5 23.3 22.7
time of 3rd zero crossing in µs 113.1 112.6 112.1 111.5 110.4 107.5
effect of neglecting the change in the initial capacitor voltage becomes smaller the larger
the relative change in inductance becomes. For a relative change of 10% in the inductance
and a relative change of 5% in the initial voltage, both, Eqs. (31) and (27), match the EAR
numerically calculated almost perfectly. Eq. (31) includes the effect of a change in the
initial capacitor voltage as well as the change of inductance and matches the EAR obtained
by numerical calculation closely for all ∆L/L.
The sensitivity values of the EAR computed with Eq. (29) are around 4.5, which is
almost one order of magnitude higher than the frequency sensitivity of 0.5.
This result is consistent with the results shown in Table 2.
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4.3.2.2 EAR calculation for an Induction Machine
As already established the equivalent circuit for a surge test performed on an induction
machine is an RLC-series circuit. A turn fault is not usually specified by the change in the
inductance but rather by the number of shorted turns or by the percentage of the winding
that is shorted. When Eq. (31) is used to calculate the EAR, however, the relative change
in inductance has to be specified, i.e., the equivalent inductance L of the RLC-equivalent
circuit has to be determined.
The number of turns in phase x of the stator that is shorted is labeled ∆Nx and µ =
∆Nx/Nx is the ratio of the number of shorted turns to the number of turns in Phase x. The
relationship between the number of turns and the inductance of a coil is L = kN2x , which
subsequently leads to ∆L/L = 2∆Nx/Nx = 2µ. Unfortunately, the inductance in the motor
is more complex because of the magnetic coupling of the motor coils. To get an accurate
EAR estimation for the induction machine, ∆L/L = f(µ) has to be calculated, which
means ∆L as a function of µ has to be determined. There are two general approaches. The
first estimates f(µ) from the waveforms obtained from the test and exploits the fact that
∆ω = g(∆L) = h(µ), which is useful for practical applications, and the second approach
uses the machine model to estimate the inductance as a function of µ.
If the parameters of the motor are well-known, the mathematical model of the faulty
motor as introduced in [55] can be used for the derivation of ∆L and all the other parameters
required. The fraction of turns shorted is specified by the parameter µ. Some initial
assumptions simplifying the calculations can be made for the motor model. The rotor angle
θr = 0 can be set to zero and the angular velocity θ̇r = 0 is zero because the machine does
not rotate during the offline surge test. The stator currents are related by the following
equation: ias = −1/2 ibs = −1/2 ics. Since the rotor angle is zero, the same holds true for the
rotor currents: iar = −1/2 ibr = −1/2 icr. Furthermore, the rotor and the stator per-phase
leakage inductance are assumed to be the same Lls = Llr. A detailed derivation is given in
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where Lm is the per-phase mutual inductance and Ll is the per-phase leakage inductance.
The equivalent inductance for the healthy machine is obtained for µ = 0. The equation for
the equivalent inductance has been verified through simulation in MATLAB. The change
in inductance ∆L is then attained by
∆L(µ) = L(µ = 0)− L(µ) . (33)
If the parameters of the motor are not known, the surge waveform itself can be used
to estimate the parameters required by using curve fitting. The surge waveform is approx-
imated by a curve described in Eq. (22), and the parameters δ and ω can be extracted
from the fit. The parameters δ1 and ω1 are gained from the healthy waveform (v1). Then
ω2 = ω1 +∆ω is determined by applying the curve fitting to the faulty waveform (v2). Since
the capacitance C is known, the equivalent inductances for the healthy and the faulty case,
L1 and L2 = L1 −∆L, can be determined from Eq. (5) to be L = 1/(ω2C). The change in
inductance follows as ∆L = L1 − L2.
To validate the EAR calculations the faulty machine model as well as a model for the
healthy machine are implemented in MATLAB and the surge test is performed for a machine
with the parameters given in Table 1.
Table 3: Simulation results for numerically calculated EAR and estimated EAR for an
induction machine with adjustable turn fault ratio in Phase A.
µ in % 0 1 2 3 5 10
EARnumerical in % 2.94 5.96 10.57 15.31 24.58 45.10
EARanalytical(∆V = 0.1pu) by Eq. (31) in % 2.94 5.91 10.58 15.38 24.77 45.35
EARanalytical,fit(∆V = 0.1pu) by Eq. (31) in % 2.94 6.41 10.84 15.53 24.72 45.63
SEAR by Eq. (29) - 3.91 3.90 3.89 3.85 3.68
time of 1st zero crossing in µs 39.0 38.8 38.5 38.3 37.9 36.7
time of 3rd zero crossing in µs 183.7 182.5 181.4 180.2 177.9 172.3
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Figure 25: Numerically and analytically calculated EAR for the waveforms in Fig. 14c.
The initial capacitor voltage is increased in steps of 0.1 pu from 2.5 pu to 3.5 pu and the
surge waveforms for the healthy machines are computed. For the initial capacitor voltage
of 3.5 pu the surge test is not only simulated for a healthy machine, but also for the faulty
machine model with turn fault ratios ranging from 1% to 10% in increments of 1%. The
healthy surge waveforms for initial capacitor voltages from 2.5 pu to 3.5 pu are shown in
Fig. 14a. The healthy waveform as well as the faulty waveforms for an initial capacitor
voltage of 3.5 pu are displayed in Fig. 14c.
The EAR is calculated numerically using Eq. (11). It matches the EAR expected for
the healthy machine, determined by Eq. (15), up to the onset of an insulation problem
at a test voltage of 3.5 pu. The EAR for the faulty machine is then calculated using Eq.
(31) for turn fault ratios between 1% and 10%. The parameters required for Eq. (31) are
determined from
1. the machine parameters given in Table 1 (EARanalytical) and
2. the simulated surge waveforms and the curve fitting toolbox in MATLAB (EARanalytical,fit).
The three EAR values are plotted against the turn fault ratio µ in Fig. 25. All three curves
match closely and validate the analytical equations for the EAR as well as the derivation of
the circuit parameters required. In addition, the EAR values as well as the EAR sensitivity
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and the time of the first and third zero crossings are displayed in Table 3. As in the previous
example the EAR sensitivity is significantly higher than the frequency sensitivity.
For further validation a surge test is applied to an induction machine using the prototype
surge test circuit board. The machine under test is rated for 7.5 hp, 230 V, has 4 poles
and can simulate a turn fault of approximately 10%. The surge capacitor has a capacitance
of 33 nF. First, the surge test is applied to the healthy machine with an initial capacitor
voltage of 1000 V. Then, the test is repeated for the same initial capacitor voltage with the
faulty machine. The voltage waveforms are shown in Fig. 26.




















Figure 26: Surge waveforms obtained from a test with a healthy and a faulty induction
machine.
Not all of the machine parameters required for the analytical EAR calculation with
Eq. (31) are available. Therefore, curve fitting (MATLAB, cftool) is used to extract the
parameters necessary for the derivation. The parameters δ and ω are obtained from the
fit and the parameters L and ∆L are calculated as described above. Since both tests are
conducted for an initial capacitor voltage of 1000 V, the parameter ∆V = 0 V. The EAR
numerically calculated by Eq. (11) gives 37.12 % while the EAR attained from Eq. (31) is
39.37 %.
This result validates the analytical approach to determine the EAR resulting from
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measurements of a surge test applied to an induction machine. Furthermore, the test EAR
sensitivity can be estimated from Eq. (29) as SEAR =5.45.
4.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter gives an in-depth analysis of the surge test evaluation and introduces a sensi-
tivity calculation for two of the most common evaluation methods of the surge test:
1. the frequency of the surge waveform,
2. the EAR.
The derivation requires the analytical expressions for the frequency of the waveform as well
as for the EAR. Some initial thoughts about the derivation as well as about the main
parts of the analytical calculation are introduced and a detailed derivation of the equations
is given in Appendix A. The knowledge of some circuit parameters is required for the
analytical calculation of the EAR for an induction machine. Two solutions to determine
those parameters are suggested. While the first method requires an accurate knowledge
of the machine parameters, the second solution only uses the waveforms obtained from
the surge test in combination with the MATLAB curve fitting tool box and is of a more
practical value. Simulation results for a RLC-circuit as well as for an induction machine
show the accuracy of the analytical EAR calculation and also allow the evaluation of the
sensitivity of that method. It proves the sensitivity of the EAR for a modification of the
motor inductance to be significantly higher than the sensitivity of the frequency. The EAR
sensitivity is approximately one order of magnitude higher than the frequency sensitivity
for the typical waveforms obtained from a surge test. An experimental result shows that
the EAR calculated numerically and the EAR calculated analytically with the parameters
determined by a curve fit match well.
The next chapter shows how to improve the experimental emulation of the insulation
breakdown during a surge test. This is accomplished by connecting an insulation sample




EXPERIMENTAL EMULATION OF THE INSULATION
BREAKDOWN DURING A SURGE TEST
A crucial aspect of any diagnostic method is the experimental emulation of the fault con-
dition used for the validation of the technique proposed. The experimental emulation of a
bearing fault, the aging process of a bearing, a failure of the insulation system, the aging
of the stator insulation or a broken rotor bar can be challenging problems. For example,
in [117] a method is suggested to accelerate the aging of a bearing, and in [71] a rewound
machine with taps for one two or three consecutive turns is used to emulate a solid turn
fault.
This chapter introduces a method to emulate an insulation breakdown as it occurs during
a surge test. The method is easy to reproduce and does not require expensive and complex
hardware. A further simplification of the fault emulation, based on the results obtained, is
suggested and validated by experimental results.
5.1 Experimental test setup and determination of the breakdown volt-
age of the insulation sample
An important issue to consider when emulating the insulation breakdown is that the ex-
periment should closely mimic the real fault condition and be easily reproducible. The
insulation breakdown during a surge test occurs at a specific voltage level depending on the
condition of the insulation.
The most realistic emulation of a turn-to-turn fault is to accelerate the aging of the
stator turn insulation. During the aging process the dielectric deteriorates to a point where
the surge test can detect an insulation problem. Unfortunately, it is difficult to determine
this point in time and if the aging of the insulation is continued any further, the insulation
may be severely damaged. Once the insulation is aged to a point where a solid turn fault
occurs, it has to be replaced or rewound, which entails large costs.
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Instead of aging the turn insulation of the induction machine, a rewound machine with
external taps that give access to consecutive turns can be used in combination with an
insulation sample. The rewound machine needs a certain portion of internal turns to be
accessible at the machine terminals so that the insulation can be connected between these
terminals (u-v) as shown in Fig. 27.
Figure 27: Schematic of the surge test emulating an insulation breakdown.
The sample has to provide an insulation up to a certain voltage level and has to break
down at test voltages above this level. A test setup with two inductors as shown in Fig. 28
can be used to determine the breakdown voltage of the insulation sample. Two inductors of
L2 =1 mH and L1 =250 µH are connected in parallel and the insulation sample is connected
in series with the 250 µH inductor. The capacitance of all insulation samples used in the
tests does not exceed 0.1 nF. Thus, for the frequencies of interest the voltage drop across
the inductance L1 is negligible compared to the voltage drop across the healthy insulation
sample. As long as the insulation sample blocks the voltage, the inductance looking into
the terminals x-y is L2. When the breakdown voltage of the insulation sample is reached,
the sample acts like a short circuit for the duration of the arcing (see experimental results
below), i.e., the inductance looking into the terminals x-y is a parallel combination of L1
and L2.
There are different candidates that can be used as an insulation sample and there are
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(a) Schematic of the test setup used to determine
the breakdown voltage.
(b) Inductors and insulation sample.
Figure 28: Test setup used to determine the breakdown voltage of the insulation sample
and to age the insulation.
different ways of how to age them. The first group of samples consists of a wire wound
around a metal bolt, e.g. a screw. Either the wire has a thin insulating layer, as it is used
for the coils of transformers or for induction machines, or the wire has no insulation and
there is a thin layer of insulation wrapped around the bolt. One terminal of the insulation
sample is the end of the wire and the second one is the bolt. Yet another variation of this
configuration is to insulate the bolt properly, e.g., by using insulation tape, and then to
wrap a wire with no insulation on top of a wire with a thin layer of insulation around the
bolt. One terminal is the end of the bare wire and the other one is the end of the insulated
wire. A few samples of this kind are shown in Fig. 29a.
A second and altogether different group of insulation samples is created by placing an
insulator between two aluminum plates that are attached by one or two C-clamps. Each of
the plates represents one of the terminals. A sample used for the experiments is shown in
Fig. 29b.
The experiments show that the reproducible breakdown voltages achieved with the sec-
ond group of samples can be adjusted to a lower value than those achieved with the first
group. A low breakdown voltage is required since the magnitude of the voltage that occurs
between the turns of the machine during a surge test is only a fraction of the entire surge
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(a) Insulation samples using a metal bolt and
wires.
(b) Insulation samples using two metal plates and
a piece of insulator.
Figure 29: Insulation samples used for the experiments.
voltage.
One important criterion after the breakdown of the insulation is that the insulation
sample can recover and still provide electrical isolation below the breakdown voltage, i.e.,
that there is no permanent short circuit caused by the arcing. To show that not only
the magnitude of the initial capacitor voltage, but also the dV/dt, i.e., the rise-time of
the voltage, is an important factor for the stress on the insulation, a sinusoidal voltage
of adjustable magnitude supplied by a variable inductor is applied to the samples after
subjecting them to a surge test. Even if the magnitude of the sinusoidal voltage reaches
the same value as the initial capacitor voltage, under which arcing can be observed during
the capacitor discharge, the insulation sample does not break down under the stress of the
sinusoidal voltage.
The insulation samples are aged to reduce the breakdown voltage. The first group
of samples can be aged by exposing them to a high temperature for an appropriate time
by placing them in an oven. The main problem with the heating of the winding is that
the insulation becomes brittle and falls off at some point without showing a significant
reduction in the breakdown voltage during the aging process. A more efficient way of aging
the insulation is to apply a surge voltage above the breakdown voltage for a few hundred or
thousand times. It shows that the breakdown voltage is significantly lowered after only a
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few hundred pulses above the breakdown voltage. To limit the current through the sample
the test setup displayed in Fig. 28a is used to age the sample. If too many pulses above
the breakdown voltage are applied, the insulation breaks down completely at some point.
Figure 30 presents an experimental result using the test circuit shown in Fig. 28a for
the first group of insulation samples. The insulation sample used for this experiment is a
bolt insulated by some insulation tape with one bare and one insulated wire, both of which
are wrapped around the bolt. The sample is displayed in Fig. 29a on the right. At 400 V
the sample can still withstand the surge voltage applied, while at test voltage levels of 500
V and 600 V arcing can be observed. The surge waveforms and the currents through the
insulation sample are shown in Fig. 30. The duration of the arcing can easily be determined
from the current through the sample. As described above the inductance looking into the
terminals x-y changes significantly when the sample starts conducting a current. This is
also reflected in the frequency of the voltage waveform, which significantly increases during
the arcing process. Besides the change in frequency a high frequency “noise” (also called
corona discharges [116]) is visible during the arcing process. The lowest breakdown voltage
achieved with this kind of insulation sample is around 350 V.
A breakdown voltage as low as 75 V has been achieved with the second group of insu-
lation samples. A plastic foil is inserted between two aluminum plates that are fixed by
C-clamps. The current through the sample as well as the voltage applied to the sample
(Vxy) are measured. The results for the surge waveforms and the current through the insu-
lation sample are displayed in Fig. 31. After aging the sample with a few thousand pulses
above the breakdown voltage the threshold for the insulation breakdown can be lowered
to approximately 75 V. The higher the test voltage is, the longer the arcing is maintained.
Again, the duration of the arcing can be identified by observing the current through the
sample. As long as the sample withstands the voltage, the current is zero, and the induc-
tance seen at the terminals x-y in Fig. 28a is L2 = 1 mH. As for the first group of insulation
samples the duration of the arcing can also be observed by looking at the frequency of the
voltage waveform; this frequency increases during the arcing process.
An important observation, that can be made from all the measurements, is that the
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(a) Test voltage of Vxy(0) = 400 V which is below
the breakdown voltage level.













































(b) Test voltage of Vxy(0) = 500 V which is above
the breakdown voltage level.
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(c) Surge waveforms for different initial capacitor
voltages.
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(d) Current through insulation sample for differ-
ent initial capacitor voltages.
Figure 30: Test voltages and currents for surge test applied to insulation sample out of first
group.
arcing process terminates at a zero crossing of the “sinusoidal” current through the sample.
This can be used for further simplifications of the arcing emulation.
5.2 Offline surge test using a rewound machine and an insulation sam-
ple for the fault emulation
After the breakdown voltage of the insulation samples is determined, they are used for a
surge test with an induction machine. The test setup for emulating the breakdown of the
turn insulation of an induction machine is shown in Fig. 27. The first machine used for the
experiments is a 7.5 hp, 230 V, 3 phase, 4 pole, 60Hz induction machine, that at its terminal
has two taps giving access to 10% of the turns in one phase. The surge tester is connected
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(a) Test voltage of Vxy(0) = 50 V (below the
breakdown voltage).









































(b) Test voltage of Vxy(0) = 80 V (above the
breakdown voltage).









































(c) Test voltage of Vxy(0) = 180 V (above the
breakdown voltage).









































(d) Test voltage of Vxy(0) = 380 V (above the
breakdown voltage).
































(e) Surge waveforms for different initial capacitor
voltages.
































(f) Current through the insulation sample for dif-
ferent initial capacitor voltages.
Figure 31: Test voltages and currents for a surge test applied to insulation sample out of
second group.
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across terminals a and b of the machine. The insulation sample, which is connected to the
terminals u-v as shown in Fig. 27, is exposed to only a portion of the test voltage applied
at the machine terminals. For example, an initial test voltage of 1000 V at the machine
terminals (a-b) results in a voltage of approximately 100 V across the insulation sample
(u-v) for the machine used in this experiment. If the voltage across the turns exceeds the
breakdown voltage of the insulation sample, the arcing that occurs in the insulation sample
emulates the arcing between the windings. For a smaller number of turns between the
weak insulation, an insulation sample with a lower breakdown voltage is required since the
voltage the sample is exposed to is lower.






















(a) Surge voltage waveforms for ∆V =25V and an in-
sulation breakdown at 1150 V.






















(b) Magnified view of the surge voltage waveforms for
∆V =25V.






















(c) Healthy and faulty surge voltage waveforms
for initial capacitor voltage of 1800 V.






















(d) Magnified view of healthy and faulty surge
voltage waveforms for initial capacitor voltage of
1800 V.
Figure 32: Experimental results for the surge waveforms obtained with the setup shown in
Fig. 27 and a 7.5 hp induction machine.
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The initial test voltage is 500 V and is then increased in steps of 25 V. The sample
breaks down at a test voltage of 1150 V. The surge waveforms are displayed in Fig. 32.
A view magnifying the first portion of the surge waveforms is presented in Fig. 32b. The
results show that the frequency of the waveforms increases, and the zero crossings of the
voltage waveforms are therefore shifted to the left for the test voltages above 1150 V .
The current through the sample as well as the test voltage applied across the machine
terminals a-b for an initial capacitor voltage of 1200 V and 1800 V are depicted in Figs. 33a
and 33b. These curves show that at 1200 V the current through the sample lasts for only
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(a) Surge waveforms and current through insulation
sample for a test voltage of 1200 V.










































(b) Surge waveforms and current through insulation
sample for a test voltage of 1800 V.
Figure 33: Surge voltage waveforms and current through insulation sample for different test
voltages.
three semi-cycles, while there are five semi-cycles at 1800 V, i.e., under a higher voltage
stress the arcing is maintained for a longer time span. This can also be concluded from the
EAR shown in Fig. 34. The EAR is calculated as defined in [35]. The voltage v1, which is
the surge waveform obtained for an initial capacitor voltage V1, is taken from a measurement
of the healthy machine, i.e., a measurement where the external taps for the turns are left
open, and v2 is measured with the insulation sample connected between the external taps.
As soon as arcing occurs in the insulation sample, the waveform v2 is modified, and the
EAR significantly increases above the value expected for the healthy machine. For a higher
test voltage the arcing and therefore the modification of the waveform lasts longer so that
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Figure 34: EAR for the emulated turn insulation breakdown of a 7.5 hp induction machine
using an insulation sample.
the EAR further increases. Since the arcing does not last for the entire waveform, this
EAR value is lower than the one obtained for a waveform, where v2 is measured for a solid
turn fault (see Chapter 4, Fig. 21d).
The experiment is repeated with a 5 hp machine that has one, two or three consecutive
turns out of 108 turns in one of the phases accessible at the machine terminals. Since the turn
fault ratio is smaller than the one for the 7.5 hp machine, the voltage across the insulation
sample is smaller, too. The highest voltage across the sample is achieved if the sample is
connected between three consecutive turns. The test voltage has to be increased above the
maximum test voltage recommended in order to break down the insulation sample. At a
test voltage of 2025 V the insulation sample cannot withstand the applied voltage anymore
and current flows through the sample. This can be observed from the modification of the
surge waveform as well as from the increase of the EAR. Fig. 35 shows the surge voltage
waveforms. The waveforms obtained for test voltages above the breakdown level of the
insulation sample can be identified by a shift to the left of the zero crossings and a decrease
in magnitude. After the onset of the insulation breakdown the EAR shown in Fig. 36
increases significantly above the EAR expected.
The experimental result of the 5 hp machine, where the insulation sample is connected
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(a) Surge voltage waveforms for ∆V =25V and an in-
sulation breakdown at 2025 V.




















(b) Magnified view of the surge voltage waveforms for
∆V =25V.























(c) Healthy and faulty surge voltage waveforms
for initial capacitor voltage of 2300 V.






















(d) Magnified view of healthy and faulty surge
voltage waveforms for initial capacitor voltage of
1800 V.
Figure 35: Experimental results for the surge waveforms obtained with the setup shown in
Fig. 27 and a 5 hp induction machine.
between a smaller portion of turns, shows that the recommended test voltages are not large
enough to induce arcing in the insulation sample. One solution to that problem is to lower
the breakdown voltage of the insulation sample even further, which proves to be a difficult
task. The analysis of the current waveform helps to find another method to emulate a weak
piece of insulation even between a small number of turns. As stated above the measurements
show that the breakdown current lasts for one or more semi-cycles and stays at zero after
the last zero crossing. To emulate that behavior the insulation can be replaced by a switch
that is turned on, when the surge test capacitor is connected to the machine, and turned
off at a zero crossing of the current through the switch.
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Figure 36: EAR for the emulated turn insulation breakdown of a 5 hp induction machine
using an insulation sample.
5.3 Offline surge test using a rewound machine and an IGBT-resistor
circuit for the fault emulation
Instead of emulating the deteriorated turn insulation with an insulation sample, a small
resistor in series with an IGBT switch is used. The experiment is first conducted with the
7.5 hp machine. As a reference a measurement obtained with an insulation sample that
breaks down at a test-voltage of 1150 V is used. Initially the current through the insulation
sample has three semi-cyles, so the current in the experiment with the IGBT emulator is
also switched off after three semi-cycles. For higher test voltages the number of semi-cycles
increases to four and five, which is reflected in an increase of the EAR as depicted in
Fig. 37. First, a resistance of 1 Ω is used. Even though the IGBT-resistor combination
mimics the behavior of the insulation sample well, the EAR (EARf,IGBT,1Ω) is offset by a
few percent compared to the EAR achieved with the insulation sample (EARf,insulation).
The experiment is repeated with different resistors. For a resistance of 20 Ω the EAR
(EARf,IGBT,20Ω) matches the EAR obtained with the insulation sample well. The voltage
waveforms at a test voltage of 1250 V and 1800 V, as well as the fault current, are shown
in Fig. 38 for the insulation sample, for the IGBT in series with a 20 Ω resistor, and for the
IGBT in series with a 1 Ω resistor. The currents for the 20 Ω resistor and the insulation
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Figure 37: EAR for the emulated turn insulation breakdown of an induction machine using
an insulation sample and an IGBT switch respectively.
sample match well, while the current for the 1 Ω resistor is similar in shape but has a higher
magnitude.
This experiment shows that arcing between a small number of turns can be emulated by
using a semiconductor switch and a resistor in series. The larger the resistor value in series
with the IGBT switch is, the smaller the effect on the surge waveform will be in comparison
with the healthy machine. In fact, if the resistor grows infinitely large, the healthy machine
is obtained.
To show that a piece of weak insulation even between a small number of turns can be
detected by the surge test, the experiment is conducted with the 5 hp machine that has
one, two and three consecutive turns available at the machine terminals. To emulate the
fault an IGBT switch in series with a 1 Ω resistor is used instead of an insulation sample.
The surge test is conducted with the healthy machine and then repeated with the IGBT-
resistor combination connected between one, two, and three consecutive turns respectively.
The surge waveforms for the maximum test voltage of 2000 V applied to the healthy and to
faulty machine are displayed in Fig. 39a. The faulty turn insulation can clearly be identified
by the shift of the zero crossings. The voltage waveform and the current through the IGBT
for a test voltage of 1500 V are shown in Figs. 39c, 39d and 39e.
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(a) Surge waveform and fault current for a test
voltage of 1250 V using an insulation sample for
the fault emulation.









































(b) Surge waveform and fault current for a test
voltage of 1800 V using an insulation sample for
the fault emulation.









































(c) Surge waveform and fault current for a test
voltage of 1250 V using an IGBT and a 1 Ω resis-
tor for the fault emulation.









































(d) Surge waveform and fault current for a test
voltage of 1800 V using an IGBT and a 1 Ω resis-
tor for the fault emulation.









































(e) Surge waveform and fault current for a test
voltage of 1250 V using an IGBT and a 20 Ω re-
sistor for the fault emulation.










































(f) Surge waveform and fault current for a test
voltage of 1800 V using an IGBT and a 20 Ω re-
sistor for the fault emulation.
Figure 38: Test voltages and fault currents for a surge test applied to a 7.5 hp induction
machine with emulated insulation breakdown.
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1 turn (2000 V)
2 turns (2000 V)
3 turns (2000 V)
(a) Surge voltage waveform for a test voltage of
2000 V and weak insulation between one, two and
three turns.





















1 turn (2000 V)
2 turns (2000 V)
3 turns (2000 V)
(b) Magnified view of the surge voltage waveform
for a test voltage of 2000 V and weak insulation
between one, two and three turns.













































(c) Surge waveform and fault current for a test
voltage of 1500 V and the IGBT-resistor combi-
nation connected between consecutive turns.












































(d) Surge waveform and fault current for a test
voltage of 1500 V and the IGBT-resistor combi-
nation connected between two consecutive turns.












































(e) Surge waveform and fault current for a test
voltage of 1500 V and the IGBT-resistor combina-
tion connected between three consecutive turns.

























(f) EAR for weak insulation between one, two and
three turns.
Figure 39: Experimental results for the surge waveform, the fault current and the EAR of
a surge test applied to a 5 hp induction machine using an IGBT-resistor combination for
the fault emulation.
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The IGBT is turned on for two semi-cycles. The EAR calculated by Eq. (11) is shown
in Fig. 39f. The simulated breakdown of the insulation is easily identified by the steep
increase of the EAR. For an increased resistance in series with the IGBT (e.g. 20 Ω)
the breakdown is easily detected for a weak insulation between two, and three consecutive
turns, whereas the EAR change for one turn is difficult to be distinguished from the EAR
noise.
5.4 Chapter Summary
A new method to emulate the deteriorated turn insulation of an induction machine is
proposed in this chapter. The hardware required is simple to implement and the experiment
can be easily reproduced. Instead of aging the machine insulation itself, a machine with
additional taps, which give access to a portion of the winding, is used in combination with
an insulation sample connected to the taps. The use of an IGBT-switch in series with
a small resistor instead of an insulation sample enables the emulation of arcing even for
low breakdown voltages. The experimental results validate the techniques proposed. The
weak insulation can clearly be identified by the surge test by calculating the EAR or by
analyzing the zero crossings and the magnitude of the surge waveforms. The experimental
results give further insight into the surge test and the influence of arcing on the surge
waveform. Furthermore, the emulated arcing can be used for the experimental validation
of various surge test applications like online surge testing [118, 119].
The next chapter presents an online surge test. The results from Chapter 4 are used to
analyze the sensitivity of the online surge test configuration, and the results from Chapter
5 are employed for the experimental validation of the online surge test.
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CHAPTER VI
DETECTION OF TURN INSULATION DETERIORATION IN
LINE-FED INDUCTION MACHINES USING ONLINE SURGE
TESTING
A comprehensive literature survey has shown that there is no equivalent to the offline surge
test in online applications [120]. There are numerous test methods that are able to detect
a solid turn fault, but there is no well-established method that gives an insight into the
condition of the stator turn insulation prior to failure. In order to overcome this limitation
an investigation on the applicability of the surge test to an operating machine is performed
in this chapter.
6.1 A Basic Concept for an Online Surge Test
Figure 40: Schematic of the online surge test.
A rather general schematic of the online test configuration is shown in Fig. 40. The
surge capacitors are connected to the phase terminals of the motor under test through IGBT
switches. The device must be able to test each phase of the motor. The configuration in
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Fig. 40 is an example of how this can be accomplished. Other configurations are conceivable,
too. Since only one capacitor is needed at a time, multiple switches to connect this capacitor
to the phase under investigation can be used to conduct the test.
An entirely different configuration is the connection of the capacitor in series with the
machine. Fig. 41 shows the configuration of the switches and the capacitor. The switch S2
is required to keep the capacitor from discharging through S1 during normal operation. In
this mode the test capacitor is bypassed by Switch S1, while Switch S2 is open. As soon as
S1 is opened and S2 is closed, the capacitor discharges into the machine. The main problem
with this configuration is that the capacitance required for the test is small (typically in the
range of 10 nF to 50 nF) and that therefore the impedance around the operating frequency
(50 Hz, 60 Hz) is high. Inserting this big impedance in the line is equivalent to disconnecting
the machine from the supply, and poses a significant disturbance on the machine operation.
Furthermore, the timing of the test has to be chosen carefully to avoid any damage to the
test circuit components due to high voltage transients. Because of these practical limitations
the parallel connection of the surge capacitors as shown in Fig. 40 is preferred.
Figure 41: Schematic of surge capacitor and switches for the series configuration.
In an online test, as shown in Fig. 40, the capacitor does not discharge only through
the coils of the motor investigated, but rather through the mains, i.e., the energy supplying
circuit. The mains output impedance at the frequencies of interest is well-depicted by a
series combination of a resistor and an inductor. The resistor value is of the order of 100mΩ,
and the inductance of 10 µH. Looking into the network from the surge capacitor side,
the mains output impedance is placed in parallel to the motor impedance. For simplicity
the mains output impedance will be called supply impedance in the following discussion.
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Similarly, the resistive part and the inductive part of this impedance will be called supply
resistance and supply inductance respectively.
A simplified one-phase-equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 42, where L1 and R1 are
supply inductance and resistance, L2 and R2 are the equivalent motor inductance and
resistance, C is the capacitance of the surge capacitor, and S is the IGBT switch. For
frequencies that are close to the test frequency the equivalent motor inductance L2 can
be closely approximated by the combined leakage inductance of stator and rotor. This
holds true since the inductive impedance is significantly higher than the resistive impedance
at frequencies that are more than two orders of magnitude higher than the fundamental
operating frequency. Furthermore, the magnetizing inductance can be neglected since it is
in parallel to the much smaller rotor leakage inductance.
Figure 42: Single phase equivalent circuit of the online surge test.









where L1, C and L2 are explained above.
From Eq. (34) follows that for a supply inductance much smaller than the motor leak-








The equation for the oscillatory frequency of the offline test is obtained from Eq. (34) by
letting L1 grow infinitely big. The frequency is then fn = 1/(2π
√
CL2) and is therefore
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only determined by the motor’s equivalent inductance L2 and the capacitance C. However,
in the online test configuration as described above the frequency is primarily determined by
the considerably smaller supply inductance L1. Therefore, a possible change of the motor’s
inductance (L2) in the online configuration due to a breakdown of the turn insulation will
have a much smaller impact on the surge waveform than in the offline test. The smaller
the supply inductance compared to the leakage inductance of the motor is, the smaller the
sensitivity of the test will be. Thus, the evaluation of the test will evidently become more
difficult for a small supply inductance.
The deterioration of the frequency and the EAR sensitivity can be deducted from the
findings in Section 4.3. The frequency sensitivity of the online test can be determined by
Eq. (20) where LA is the supply inductance and L the motor inductance. For small supply
inductances, i.e., LA → 0, the frequency sensitivity is also very small (Sω → 0). The EAR









where LA is the supply inductance and L the motor inductance. For small supply induc-
tances, i.e., LA → 0, the frequency sensitivity SEAR goes to zero. If the supply inductance is
larger or has nearly the same value as the motor’s leakage inductance, the test is applicable
with an acceptable but reduced sensitivity compared to the offline test.
6.2 Increase of the Frequency Sensitivity and the EAR Sensitivity
The main problem with the online surge test system shown in Fig. 40 is the reduction of
the EAR and frequency sensitivity due to the mains impedance. This section analyzes the
feasibility of some approaches that increase the sensitivity of the online test. The most
practical solution is then further analyzed and used for the implementation and experimen-
tal validation of the online test.
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6.2.1 Using the Frequency of the Zero in the Supply Current as Fault Indicator
To overcome the problem of a small supply inductance the frequency characteristic of the
supply current during the test (switch closed) is analyzed. The supply current has a char-
acteristic frequency that only depends on the motor inductance and therefore can be used
as an indicator for a weak turn insulation. A signal injection method based on the charac-
teristic frequency is proposed.
L1 L2
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Figure 43: Single phase representation of the simplified schematic of the online surge test.
To provide a better understanding of the method, the simplified single phase version
of the test circuit is shown in Fig. 43. During the surge test the switch S is closed and
the impedance looking from the supply into the circuit has a zero and a pole. Hence, the
















jω(L1 + L2 − ω2L1L2C)
Vin(jω) , (38)
where L1 is the supply inductance, L2 the motor’s equivalent inductance and C the surge
test capacitance. The frequency of the zero of the supply current depends on the surge
capacitance C and the equivalent motor inductance L2 only, and obviously does not depend
on the supply inductance L1. Its corresponding angular frequency can be determined from
(38) as ωzero = 1/
√
L2C.
A simulation of an equivalent three-phase circuit with an RL-load instead of the induc-
tion motor, as depicted in Fig. 44 and performed in SPICE, shows that the above result
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Figure 44: Frequency sweep for the supply current and the line current of phase A.
also holds true in the three-phase case, i.e., the zero in the supply current only depends on
the capacitance of the surge capacitor and the motor inductance. If the change of the motor
inductance is assumed to be of sufficient duration, it can be detected with a high sensitivity.
To show that the frequency of the zero is sensitive to a turn fault in the stator insulation, a
motor model with an adjustable fault in phase A has been implemented in MATLAB. The
model is described in Appendix B [55]. A frequency sweep for different fault severities (1%,
5%, 10%) shows that the zero position changes significantly for different fault severities as
depicted in Fig. 45.
One way to exploit that property is to inject a sinusoidal voltage of a constant frequency
in the proximity of the frequency of the zero and measure the current response. A change
in the motor inductance can then be attributed to a change in the frequency of the zero, as
reflected by a change in the magnitude and phase of the current response. If the change in






































(b) Supply current for a 1%, a 5% and a 10% turn fault.
Figure 45: Frequency sweep for supply and motor current of phase A.
sensitivity. A simulation result for a machine with parameters as in Table 1 for a healthy
machine and a machine with a 1% and 10% turn fault is shown in Fig. 46.
With this technique the capacitor discharge waveform is not used as a fault indicator
anymore, but still required to induce the change in the motor inductance, i.e., to introduce
a weakness in the turn insulation. A test schematic for the signal injection as well as for
the surge application is shown in Fig. 47.
A further analysis of this method shows that there are some limitations which hamper
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Figure 46: Line A current due to signal injection for a healthy machine, a 1% and a 10%
turn fault.
Figure 47: Schematic of the online surge test with additional signal injection.
the applicability of the test based on the frequency of the zero in the supply current. It has
to be noted here that the frequency of the surge waveform inducing this temporary change
is always higher than the frequency of the signal injected, i.e., the frequency of the zero of
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the supply current. This can be seen from Eq. (38). The frequency of the zero depends on
the motor inductance. The frequency of the pole, which equals the frequency of the surge
waveform, depends on the parallel combination of the supply inductance and the motor
inductance. Only for an infinitely big supply inductance both frequencies are the same.
The duration of the change in the motor inductance induced by the capacitor discharge
might be of a short duration. It can be assumed that the breakdown of the insulation only
occurs for a fraction of the surge waveform. Thus, the change in the current response due to
the sinusoidal voltage injected is of a very short duration, too. Since the supply inductance
is usually much smaller than the leakage inductance of the motor, the duration will not be
more than a small fraction of the period of the frequency injected. No signal processing
method that can detect this short modification of the current response has been found in
the literature studied. A frequency sweep to determine the zero position is even less suitable
since it requires more time than the signal injection.
Even if this problem is solved, there will be another drawback of this method. The
magnitude of the current response due to the voltage signal injected is small compared to
all the other current components since the impedance has a local maximum around the
frequency of the zero. Thus, the current that indicates the fault is subtle compared to all
the other current components. The injection of a very small current instead of the injection
of a voltage is a potential solution to this problem.
The limitations described prove this method not to be suitable to detect a weakness in
the turn insulation based on induced changes during a fraction of the discharge time.
6.2.2 Supply Impedance Enhancement to Separate Motor and Supply
For the offline test the machine stands still and the supply impedance is infinitely big. Dur-
ing the online test without any additional provisions on the experimental setup the supply
impedance is small compared to the impedance looking into the terminals of the induction
machine. Under these conditions the online surge test is unlikely to detect the weak turn
insulation due to the reduced sensitivity, as described in Section 6.1. One method to make
the application of the online surge test possible is to increase the supply impedance. Of
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course, the disruptive effect of this impedance enhancement on the operation of the machine
has to be kept to a minimum. Thus, there has to be some method of turning the impedance
“on and off” in such a way that it is only present during the test and that it has almost no
influence on the steady state operation of the motor. The transients during the insertion
and the removal of the impedance should not be disruptive.
The frequency of the surge test waveform can be adjusted to more than two orders of
magnitude higher than the operating frequency. An ideal supply impedance is zero around
the fundamental operating frequency, and infinitely large around the frequency of the surge
waveform. Such an ideal supply impedance is physically not realizable, though some real-
izations can exhibit features close to the required. For the realizable impedances there will
always be a tradeoff between how much the operation of the machine will be affected and
how high the sensitivity of the test is. In addition there is a practical limit to the compo-
nents of this hypothetical impedance determined by the current and the voltage ratings of
the motor. Fig. 48 shows the frequency characteristic of the ideal supply impedance and the
Figure 48: Frequency characteristics of the supply impedances suggested to separate the
motor from the supply.
three realizations that can be used to separate the motor from the supply during the test.
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Clearly, the series LC-resonant circuit comes closest to the ideal impedance. However, the
analysis in Section 6.2.2.1 shows that this impedance can introduce motor instability and
therefore is unsuitable. The disconnection of the motor for a short period of time offers the
most auspicious test conditions due to the infinite impedance in the supply line, but also rep-
resents the biggest disturbance to the operation of the machine. The simplest choice is the
insertion of an additional inductance, which is also the most suitable method for practical
application. The basic schematic of the online test configuration is shown in Fig. 49, where
only one of the different impedances shown in the dashed boxes is added to all three phases.
Figure 49: Basic online surge schematic with additional supply impedance.
The concepts are analyzed by simulation using the SimPowerSystems toolbox in MAT-
LAB/SIMULINK. The machine model used for the simulations is rated for 5hp. It is
operated at the rated voltage of 460V and at the rated load.
6.2.2.1 Separation by an LC Filter
The impedance that comes closest to the ideal impedance characteristic is realized by a series
LC-resonance circuit with a resonance frequency equal to the mains operating frequency.
The inductance of the impedance has to be sufficiently big compared to the inductance
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looking into the motor terminals in order to achieve separation at high frequencies. Unfor-
tunately, simulations show that the insertion of a series LC-resonant circuit in the power
supply line can introduce instability into the system. Given the values of L and C in a
broad range that resonate at the power supply frequency of 60Hz, the instability will occur
regardless of the initial conditions. Fig. 50a shows the simulation results of a motor that is
started with a capacitor in series and Fig. 50b shows the simulation results when a capacitor
is inserted during steady state.


























(a) SSR during start of the machine with a series LC-
resonant circuit.























(b) SSR after inserting a series LC-resonant cicuit
during steady state.
Figure 50: Torque and speed of the machine with a series LC-resonant circuit that results
in subsynchronous resonance (SSR).
The supply inductance is set to 20mH, which is approximately twice the combined
leakage inductance of the machine. The capacitance is set to 352µF to obtain a resonance
frequency of 60Hz. The phenomenon displayed in Figs. 50a and 50b is called subsynchronus
resonance (SSR) and has been investigated in [59].
The instability results in violent oscillations. The output torque of the machine can have
magnitudes that are up to 70 times of the rated torque and the machine and devices that
are connected to the machine can be severely damaged. One solution to fix this problem
is the addition of a shunt resistor, i.e., a resistor in parallel with the series capacitance.
Unfortunately, although the insertion of a shunt resistor can stabilize the system, this solu-
tion is not suitable in this case since the shunt resistance has to be so low, that the voltage
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compensation due to the capacitor does not bring the benefit expected. If the resistance is
put in parallel to the series LC-resonant circuit, there is a low impedance path for the surge
capacitor discharge that spoils the test result. Thus, the use of a series LC-resonant circuit
is not suitable for this application, even though it has a appropriate frequency characteristic.
6.2.2.2 Separation by Disconnecting the Motor
Another way of increasing the impedance is to simply disconnect the motor from the supply
for a short period of time. This results in an online test condition that comes closest to the
circumstances of the offline surge test. The difference to the offline test is that the rotor
speed is not equal to zero and the motor drives a load.
An obvious disadvantage of this method is that the impedance around the operating
frequency is increased considerably. Depending on the load level that the machine is oper-
ating at, the speed can drop off quickly and large transients can occur when the machine is
reconnected to the supply. In order to avoid huge transients in speed, torque and current
the machine has to be reconnected before the speed drops off significantly. Large voltage
spikes are prevented by opening the switches when the current in each phase is zero. The
simulation results for speed, torque, line-line voltage and line current after disconnecting
and reconnecting all three phases of the motor are shown in Fig. 51. The motor is dis-
connected for one period of the 60Hz fundamental frequency. The results show that the
influence on the machine operation can be kept at a tolerable level. There are no huge
voltage spikes and transients after reconnection since the separation is of short duration.
If the motor is disconnected for a few cycles, the magnitude of the transients will be much
higher and therefore last longer.
A more promising alternative to conduct the test is to disconnect only one phase of the
motor, i.e., the phase that is under test. In comparison to the previous case this will keep the
torque and rotor speed transients small even if the motor is disconnected for several cycles.
The drop-off in speed is smaller than for the three-phase disconnect since the torque does
not go to zero due to the two phases that are still connected to the mains. A disadvantage
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(a) Torque and rotor speed during disconnection and
reconnection of the machine.













































(b) Voltage and current during disconnection and re-
connection of the machine.
Figure 51: Motor transients during three-phase disconnection and reconnection of the mo-
tor.
is the introduction of an asymmetry and a torque ripple while the test is being conducted.
The simulation results for speed, torque, line-line voltage, and line current for this case are
shown in Fig. 52.



























(a) Torque and rotor speed during disconnection and
reconnection of the machine.












































(b) Voltage and current during disconnection and re-
connection of the machine.
Figure 52: Motor transients during one-phase disconnection and reconnection of the motor.
The motor is disconnected for one period of the 60Hz fundamental. An output torque
can still be maintained since only the current in the phase under test goes to zero. Due to
the change in topology the frequency of the surge waveform for the one-phase disconnect
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will be higher than the test frequency for the three-phase case, provided the same discharge
capacitor is used in both cases. This can be deducted from Fig. 53
Figure 53: Current Loops for the discharge of the surge capacitor.
Instead of only one path for the capacitor discharge (loop one (dashed-dot)) there are
two parallel paths (loop one and loop two (dashed)). The overall inductance seen from the
capacitor terminals is lower and therefore the frequency of the surge waveform is higher.
Fig. 54 shows the surge waveform for an initial capacitor voltage of 4.34 pu (equivalent to


































(a) Online surge waveform with fundamental.























(b) Online surge waveform with fundamental removed.
Figure 54: Simulation results of the online surge test with disconnecting either one-phase
or three-phases from the supply.
2000V) for a full disconnection (three-phase), and the partial disconnection (one-phase) of
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the machine. For comparison the offline surge waveform is also depicted. As expected the
frequency of the surge waveform is the same for both, the offline test and the three-phase
disconnect. For the one-phase disconnect the frequency increases due to the reduction in
the impedance seen from the capacitor terminals, as explained above.
6.2.2.3 Separation by Inductive Impedance
A more practical option than the disconnection of the machine is the temporary addition
of an inductor in all three phases. The sensitivity of the test will be lower than for a
disconnected machine or for the offline test respectively, but still high enough to detect
a turn insulation problem. The reduction in frequency sensitivity can be determined as
follows: The frequency of the surge waveform will be determined by Eq.(34) [118]. The
frequency sensitivity is defined by Eq. (20). For example, if the supply inductance is
chosen equal to the equivalent motor inductance (L1 = L2), the frequency of the surge
waveform will increase by a factor of
√
2 and the frequency sensitivity will decrease by a
factor of 2 compared to the offline test (Sω =-1/4). The bigger the supply inductance is, the
higher the sensitivity of the test is. A disadvantage of a bigger inductance is the increase
in the voltage drop across the inductor. For high currents and voltages the geometrical size
of the proper inductor might be an additional drawback.
There are different options for inserting the additional supply inductor, i.e., of how to
switch it on and off. It has to be distinguished between two different approaches here.
They can be labeled “abrupt” inductance transition and “smooth” inductance transition
respectively. The abrupt inductance transition refers to a supply inductance that is changed
in a stepwise fashion. This can be achieved by having a switch in parallel to the supply
inductance that is closed during normal operation (bypass-mode) and open during the test
(test-mode). Another solution is to use a transformer that has a switch on the secondary,
which is closed during operation and open during the test. If the switch is closed, the
leakage inductance, which is negligibly small, is seen on the primary. When the switch is
open, the sum of the primary leakage and the magnetizing inductance will be seen on the
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primary. The switching of the inductor has to be synchronized with the zero crossings of
the line current to avoid voltage spikes. The results for the abrupt inductance transition
shown in Fig. 55, are realized with a parallel combination of an inductor and a switch.






















add supply inductance remove additional supply impedance
(a) Transients of motor speed and torque for adding and removing
additional supply inductance.












































(b) Transients of current and terminal voltage for
adding additional supply inductance.











































remove additional supply inductance
(c) Transients of current and terminal voltage for re-
moving additional supply inductance.
Figure 55: Simulation results for switch on/off of additional supply inductance in all three
phases.
Fig. 55 shows a simulation result for a 5 hp machine, supplied by the rated voltage of
460 V and operated at the rated load. The transients of the motor speed, the torque, the
current and the terminal voltage are shown for the addition and the removal of a supply
inductance twice as big as the combined leakage inductance of the motor.
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A smooth inductance transition refers to a supply inductance that has a gradual transi-
tion between a low value, assumed during the normal operation, and a high value suitable
for the test. The advantage of this method is that the transients in current, torque and
speed during the modification of the inductance are significantly smaller than they are for
the abrupt inductance change. Even if the inductance is increased when the current is
non-zero, there will be no voltage spikes. To illustrate the difference between the transients
in torque and speed for the abrupt and the smooth inductance transition, a simulation
has been implemented in MATLAB, where the inductance changes linearly between its
minimum and maximum values. The transition time between the two values is 0.1s. The
machine is operated at the rated load. The results are shown in Fig. 56. The transients in






























(a) Torque and speed transients for abrupt and
smooth inductance change.































(b) Torque and speed transients for abrupt and
smooth inductance change (zoom from left).
Figure 56: Simulation results for abrupt and smooth inductance change of additional supply
inductor.
torque and speed for the smooth inductor change are negligible compared to the transients
caused by the abrupt inductor change, which switches between the minimum and maximum
values in only one step. The disadvantage of the smooth inductor change is a significant
increase in hardware requirements and control complexity. An example of an inductor with
a smooth change in inductance is given in [121].
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To show the influence of the supply inductance on the surge waveform a simulation of the
online surge test has been implemented in MATLAB/SIMULINK. Fig. 57 shows the surge


































(a) Online surge waveform for additional supply
inductance in all three phases compared to offline
waveform and online waveform without additional
supply impedance.























(b) Online surge waveform for additional supply induc-
tance in all three phases with fundamental removed.
Figure 57: Simulation results for online surge test with additional supply inductance in all
three phases.
waveform for an initial capacitor voltage of 4.34 pu (equivalent to 2000V for a 460 V line-
line voltage). For comparison the offline surge waveform as well as the test results without
an additional supply inductance (i.e., with the switch closed during normal operation and
during the test) are depicted. The addition of the supply inductance only makes it possible
to conduct the surge test online. Without an additional supply inductance the frequency of
the waveform is significantly higher and the influence of the motor inductance on the surge
waveform becomes marginal.
Instead of increasing the supply inductance in all three phases, it is also possible to only
add a supply impedance in one of the phases, i.e., the phase under test. In this case the
frequency of the test is higher compared to the three-phase case since there is a parallel
impedance path, as shown in Fig. 53. A significant disadvantage is the torque ripple intro-
duced due to the asymmetry in the supply, while the test is being conducted.
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6.2.3 Experimental Results for a Simulated Online Surge Test
Experiments are performed to validate the influence of an increased supply impedance on
the surge waveforms. For simplicity and to avoid the effects of the rotor eccentricity and the
rotor slotting on the surge waveform (see [92] and Section 6.4), the experimental validation
is performed with a machine that is not rotating, i.e., the supply voltage is zero, and has
additional inductors connected on the supply side. One terminal of the supply inductors
is connected to the machine under test and the other terminals are connected in wye. To
distinguish this test from an offline test and a real online test, this test setup is labeled
“simulated online test”. The main difference compared to an actual online test is that the
rotor speed, and the initial currents and voltages in the machine are zero. The test results
of the simulated online test are similar to the results obtained with the online test.
The prototype circuit used for the experimental validation is described in detail in
Appendix E. The main components of the test device are a test capacitor, a voltage
multiplier used as a charging circuit, a voltage sensor board in series with a high-pass filter
to remove the fundamental during the online test, and a dsPIC-microcontroller board to
control the IGBT switches.
The tests are conducted with a 5 hp induction machine and a 7.5 hp induction machine
whose parameters are given in Tables 4. The 5 hp machine has been rewound and can
simulate a turn fault of one, two or three consecutive turns. The 7.5 hp machine has two
taps at the machine terminals giving access to approximately 10% of the turns in one phase.
Two different sets of inductors are used as supply inductors. Each inductor of the first set
has an inductance of 250 µH, and the inductors of the second set have an inductance of
9 mH each. The capacitance of the prototype circuit is 33 nF. To evaluate the test, the
error area ratio (EAR) is used as defined in Eq. (11).
As a reference the test is first performed offline and then as a simulated online test with
250 µH, and 9 mH as supply inductances, respectively. The EAR is calculated between
surge waveforms received for consecutive test voltage levels with ∆V = 25 V. The very first
capacitor voltage is set to 500 V. The plot labeled EARhealthy is obtained for consecutive
surge waveforms obtained with the healthy machine. The curves EAR1turn, EAR2turns,
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EAR3turns, and EARfaulty are acquired for V1 measured with the healthy machine and V2
measured with the faulty machine.
In a first set of experiments the faulty machine is emulated by short-circuiting the
portion of the winding that is accessible at the machine terminal. In a second set the faulty
machine is emulated by either placing an insulation sample or an IGBT-resistor combination
between the taps, as described in Chapter 5.
Fig. 58 presents the experimental results of the 5 hp machine for a healthy turn insula-
tion, and with one and three shorted turns. The surge waveforms for an initial test voltage
of V1 = 1800 V are shown in Figs. 58a, 58c, and 58e, and the EAR is displayed in Figs.
58b, 58d, and 58f. The experimental results clearly show that the detection of a turn fault
with one or three shorted turns out of 108 turns is not possible for the supply inductance
of 250 µH, whereas for a supply inductance of 9 mH both faults can clearly be identified.
The same experiment is conducted with the 7.5 hp machine in the healthy state, and
with approximately 10% of the windings shorted. The results are displayed in Fig. 59. For
the healthy machine and for a supply impedance of 9 mH the healthy and faulty cases can be
easily distinguished from each other when observing the zero crossings of the waveforms or
the EAR. Neither the inspection of the zero crossings nor the EAR indicate an insulation
problem for the supply inductance of 250 µH.
These experiments confirm that a supply impedance of sufficient size is required to detect
a turn insulation problem with the surge test. A second set of experiments is conducted,
where the fault is emulated by using an IGBT-resistor combination for the 5 hp machine
and an insulation sample for the 7.5 hp machine. The resistor in series with the IGBT has a
resistance of 1 Ω, and the insulation sample consists of two aluminum plates separated by a
thin dielectric, as described in Chapter 5. Since the insulation breakdown does not last for
the entire waveform as in the previous set of experiments, the EAR values in the faulty case
are expected to be lower. The experiments are only conducted for the supply inductance of
9 mH, because the previous experiment already proves that a supply inductance of 250 µH
is too small. The comparison with the offline case has been made already.
The results for the 5 hp machine are shown in Fig. 60 and the results for the 7.5 hp
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(a) Surge waveforms of an offline surge test for an
initial capacitor voltage of 1800 V.

























(b) EAR obtained for an offline surge test.






















(c) Surge waveforms of a surge test in the sim-
ulated online configuration with 250 µH supply
inductance for an initial capacitor voltage of 1800
V.























(d) EAR obtained for a surge test in the sim-
ulated online configuration with 250 µH supply
inductance.






















(e) Surge waveforms of a surge test in the simu-
lated online configuration with 9 mH supply in-
ductance for an initial capacitor voltage of 1800
V.






















(f) EAR obtained for a surge test in the simu-
lated online configuration with 9 mH supply in-
ductance.
Figure 58: Experimental results for a surge test applied to a healthy 5 hp machine, a
machine with one shorted turn and three shorted turns respectively.
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(a) Surge waveforms of an offline surge test for an
initial capacitor voltage of 1800 V.
























(b) EAR obtained for an offline surge test.





















(c) Surge waveforms of a surge test in the sim-
ulated online configuration with 250 µH supply
inductance for an initial capacitor voltage of 1800
V.






















(d) EAR obtained for a surge test in the sim-
ulated online configuration with 250 µH supply
inductance.























(e) Surge waveforms of a surge test in the simu-
lated online configuration with 9 mH supply in-
ductance for an initial capacitor voltage of 1800
V.




















(f) EAR obtained for a surge test in the simu-
lated online configuration with 9 mH supply in-
ductance.
Figure 59: Experimental results for a surge test applied to a 7.5 hp induction machine that
is healthy and a motor with 10% of the windings shorted.
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(a) Surge waveforms for an initial capacitor volt-
age of 2000 V.
























(b) Close-up of the surge waveforms for an initial
capacitor voltage of 2000 V.























(c) Fault current through IGBT-resistor combina-
tion connected between one, two, and three turns
for an initial capacitor voltage of 2000 V.




























(d) EAR obtained for a the surge test in the sim-
ulated online configuration with 9 mH supply in-
ductance.
Figure 60: Experimental results for a simulated online surge test with an additional supply
inductance of 9 mH applied to a healthy 5 hp machine, a machine with one, two, and three
turns shorted by an IGBT-resistor combination for the fault emulation, respectively.
machine are displayed in Fig. 61. The experiment is started at an initial capacitor voltage
of 800 V and the voltage is increased in increments of 25 V. The insulation breakdown
for the 5 hp machine starts at a test voltage of 1300 V, and the insulation sample for the
experiment with the 7.5 hp machine starts breaking down at a test voltage of 1175 V. The
faulty insulation can be identified through a shift of the zero crossings to the left (see Fig.
60a and Fig. 61a) as well as through an increase in the EAR (see Fig. 60d and Fig. 61d).
The increase in the EAR for a one turn insulation fault is low compared to the previous
set of experiments, where the turn insulation breakdown is simulated by a short circuit. By
using either the zero crossings or the EAR, the weak spot in the turn insulation can be
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(a) Surge waveforms for an initial capacitor volt-
age of 2000 V.























(b) Close-up of the surge waveforms for an initial
capacitor voltage of 2000 V.











































(c) Fault current through the insulation sample
for an initial capacitor voltage of 2000 V.

























(d) EAR obtained for a the surge test in the sim-
ulated online configuration with 9 mH supply in-
ductance.
Figure 61: Experimental results for a simulated online surge test with an additional supply
inductance of 9 mH applied to a healthy 7.5 hp machine, and the same machine with an
insulation sample used for the fault emulation respectively.
identified.
The above experiments show that without taking any measures, i.e., without any addi-
tional inductance in the supply line, the surge test as shown in Fig. 40 cannot detect the
deterioration of the turn insulation at all. An appropriate increase of the supply impedance
raises the sensitivity of the surge test in the online configuration to a point where even a
deteriorated insulation for one turn out of 108 turns can be identified.
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6.3 Execution and Evaluation of the Online Surge Test
The previous section shows how to overcome the problem of a reduced sensitivity of the
surge test. This section introduces a procedure to apply the surge test to a rotating and
energized machine.
The execution of the surge test requires the application of multiple impulses to the
motor at increasing voltage levels. The voltage is increased in well-defined increments of
∆V (e.g. 50V) up to a maximum test voltage or to the level where an insulation breakdown
is detected. In the offline test there is no restriction to the point in time when the capacitor
can be discharged since there is no other voltage applied to the machine. In the online
test the discharge of the capacitor has to be synchronized with the operating voltage. The
most suitable moment for the discharge of the capacitor is the zero crossing of the line-line
voltage in order to have a well-defined test voltage. If a different point in time is chosen for
the capacitor discharge, the line-line voltage at that point has to be determined and taken
into account, which increases the control complexity.
The use of an additional impedance is advantageous compared to the disconnection of
the motor, since the operation of the motor is going to be hampered by transients, shown
in Fig. 55 only once during the test. The supply impedance will be in the test-mode until
the final test voltage is reached, i.e., it does not need to be switched on and off all the time.
If the supply impedance was increased by disconnecting the motor, the transients shown
in Fig. 51 would occur each time the capacitor is discharged. This feature makes the use
of an additional supply inductance more practical than the temporary disconnection of the
motor. The only disadvantage is the voltage drop across the additional supply impedance.
The evaluation of the waveform will be similar to the evaluation of the offline test. A high
pass filter can remove the fundamental of the line-line voltage and consecutive waveforms
will be compared via EAR. An increase in the EAR above the value expected from Eq. (15)
indicates a turn insulation problem.
The rotor position has an influence on the surge waveform [92]. In the offline test the
rotor position remains constant and has no influence on the test result. During the online
test the rotor position changes. The influence of the rotor position as well as a solution to
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take this influence into account are described in Section 6.4 in more detail.
6.4 Dependence of the Surge Waveform on the Rotor Position
A major drawback of the online test compared to the offline test is the change in the rotor
position. In the offline test the rotor does not change its position during the test, and
the test result cannot be affected by non-idealities like the rotor eccentricity and the rotor
slotting [92]. The moment the most suitable to conduct the online test is at the zero crossing
of the line-line voltage. If the motor is operated at no load, the slip is close to zero and the
rotor position does not change significantly with respect to the zero crossings of the line-line
voltage. On the contrary, if the motor drives some load and the slip is considerably different
from zero, the zero crossing of the line-line voltage and the particular rotor position will
change during operation. To avoid a false diagnosis additional precautions are required due
to the effect of the rotor eccentricity or the rotor slotting on the surge waveform.
This section shows the dependence of the surge waveform on the rotor position for the
machines used for the experimental validation of the online surge test. The investigation
is first performed for the machines in the offline configuration and then repeated for the
machines in the simulated online configuration. The comparison of the results obtained for
the offline configuration and the simulated online configuration show that the additional
supply impedance not only reduces the sensitivity of the surge test, but also attenuates the
effect of the rotor position on the surge waveform by the same factor. This can be deducted
from the derivation of Eq. 36.
To investigate the influence of the rotor position, the surge test is performed for Npos
different positions that are equally distributed by an angle of 360◦/Npos. The test voltage
is set to 1000 V. A DC machine that usually serves as a generator load for the induction
machine is used to rotate the induction machine at a speed of approximately 150 rpm. A
position encoder with 1000 increments is mounted to the shaft of the induction machine
and the output signal of the encoder is evaluated by a dsPIC-microprocessor. The micro-
processor triggers the switches connecting the surge capacitors to the machine when the
desired rotor angle is reached.
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The impedance looking into the machine terminals that is seen during a surge test is
the sum of the stator and rotor leakage inductance, since usually the frequency of the test
waveform is more than two orders of magnitude higher than the fundamental frequency of
the operation. This inductance is modulated by the rotor slotting and the eccentricity of
the rotor. Initial tests show that the 5 hp machine has a significant rotor eccentricity, while
for the 7.5 hp machine the inductance is mainly modulated by the rotor slotting.
An offline surge test is conducted with the 5 hp machine for 100 equally spaced rotor
positions, i.e., the angle between two consecutive positions is 3.6◦. Before any further
evaluation is performed, the waveforms are filtered by a Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter to
reduce the measurement noise [122]. The first two zero crossings of the surge waveforms
are shown in Fig. 62a. The effect of the rotor position on the waveforms is clearly visible.
After the pre-processing with the filter the time of the first two zero crossings is determined,
and in addition the EAR between surge waveforms obtained for consecutive positions is
calculated. The EAR is displayed in Fig. 62b, and the time of the first zero crossing as
well as the distribution of the times of the first zero crossing are shown in Figs. 62c, and
62d, respectively. The time of the first zero crossing varies sinusoidally and goes through 2
full periods, which indicates that the inductance is modulated by a rotor eccentricity and
the motor has 4 poles. The EAR has its minima at the points where the relative change in
the time of the zero crossings is minimal, which are the extreme points of the curve shown
in Fig. 62c (at approximately 60◦, 150◦, 240◦, and 330◦ of the rotor position).
For uniformly distributed positions the distribution of the first zero crossing is U-shaped
and can be described by the function
fy(y) =
a√
b2 − c(y − d)2
, (39)
where a, b, c, and d are positive constants, as discussed in [123] and depicted in Fig. 62d.
Initial results show that the rotor eccentricity of the 7.5 hp machine is negligibly small,
and that the inductance at high frequencies is mainly modulated by the rotor slots. Since the
rotor slots will produce a sinusoidal modulation of a higher frequency than the modulation
produced by the eccentricity, the number of rotor positions examined by the surge test is
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(a) First two zero crossings of filtered surge wave-
forms for 100 different rotor positions.














(b) EAR between consecutive waveforms.

























(c) Time of the first zero crossing of the surge
waveforms.
























(d) Distribution of the time of the first zero cross-
ings for uniformly distributed positions.
Figure 62: Experimental results of the offline surge test performed with the 5 hp induction
machine for 100 different rotor positions equally spaced and an initial capacitor voltage of
1000 V.
increased to 200 positions. Therefore, the angle between consecutive rotor positions is 1.8◦.
The test is evaluated in a similar fashion as the test conducted with the 5 hp machine.
After pre-processing the waveforms with the Savitzky-Golay filter, the measurements are
evaluated. The results are shown in Fig. 63.
The time of the fifth zero crossing is shown in Fig. 63c, and its distribution is depicted in
Fig. 63d. The number of rotor bars, which is 40 for the 7.5 hp machine, can be determined
from the number of peaks in the time of the fifth zero crossing. If the surge test is conducted
at even more rotor positions, i.e., the angle between consecutive rotor positions is decreased,
the distribution function will look similar to the one obtained for the 5 hp machine. The
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(a) First six zero crossings of filtered surge wave-
forms for 200 different rotor positions.













(b) EAR between consecutive waveforms.

























(c) Time of the fifth zero crossing of the surge
waveforms.

























(d) Distribution of the time of the fifth zero cross-
ings for uniformly distributed positions.
Figure 63: Experimental results of the offline surge test performed with the 7.5 hp induction
machine for 200 different rotor positions equally spaced and an initial capacitor voltage of
1000 V.
EAR between waveforms obtained for consecutive positions is calculated and displayed in
Fig. 63b. Even though it is not as clearly visible from this figure as it is in Figs. 62b, and
62c the EAR is minimal at the extreme points of the time of the 5th zero crossing.
The effect of the rotor slotting on the inductance of the 7.5 hp machine is significantly
smaller than the effect of the eccentricity on the inductance of the 5 hp machine, but is still
clearly noticeable. The “spread” of the curve, i.e., the spread of the zero crossings, due to




· 100 , (40)
where t0i,max is the maximum time of the ith zero crossing out of all rotor positions, and
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t0i,min is the minimum time of the ith zero crossing out of all rotor positions. If the time of
the first zero crossing is used, the spread γ = 32.51% for the 5 hp machine, and γ = 1.52%
for the 7.5 hp machine. The value of γ tells us how strongly the inductance of the machine
is influenced by the rotor position for frequencies in the vicinity of the test frequency.
An online test with an additional inductance of 9 mH in each phase but without any
further provisions to account for the dependence of the surge waveform on the rotor position
is conducted. The fault is emulated by a solid turn fault. Even though the arcing lasts
for the entire duration of the waveform with this fault emulation, an IGBT switch in series
with a 1Ω resistor is inserted between the taps for protection purposes. The switch is closed
when the surge is applied to the machine and opened after the surge waveform has decayed
to zero. The test is first conducted with the 5 hp machine and then repeated with the 7.5 hp
machine. The induction machine is connected to a DC generator that supplies a resistive
load. The load is adjusted to approximately 80% of the rated load of the induction machine.
The surge test is applied to the machine at the zero crossings of the line-line voltage. The
voltage is increased from 1000 V to 1800 V in increments of 50 V.
The results for the 5 hp machine are displayed in Fig. 64, and the results for the 7.5 hp
machine in Fig. 65. The results show that the negligence of the rotor position during the
execution of the test can lead to a false diagnosis. In Fig. 64b the EAR obtained from
the experiment with the healthy machine assumes values that are substantially higher than
the value of the EAR expected. The Figs. 64d and 64f show that there is a shift in the
zero crossings, which also indicates an insulation problem. Thus, even a test applied to a
healthy machine will indicate a turn insulation weakness and produce a false diagnosis.
Even though the effect of the rotor on the surge waveform is not as pronounced for
the 7.5 hp machine as it is for the 5 hp machine, a false diagnosis can be made based on
the evaluation of the EAR. For an initial capacitor voltage of 1100 V the EAR assumes
a value that is almost 4% higher than the value expected. This could be attributed to a
weak insulation between a small number of turns. This false diagnosis is also supported by
the result shown in Fig. 65d. A visible shift of the zero crossings between the waveforms
obtained for an initial capacitor voltage of 1100 V, and 1150 V indicates an insulation
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(a) Surge waveforms obtained with the healthy
machine.



























(b) EAR obtained for an online surge test.



















(c) Consecutive surge waveforms obtained with
the healthy machine for initial capacitor voltages
of 1250 V and 1300 V.



















(d) Close-up of consecutive surge waveforms ob-
tained with the healthy machine for initial capac-
itor voltages of 1250 V and 1300 V.




















(e) Consecutive surge waveforms obtained with
the healthy machine for initial capacitor voltages
of 1400 V and 1450 V.




















(f) Close-up of consecutive surge waveforms ob-
tained with the healthy machine for initial capac-
itor voltages of 1400 V and 1450 V.
Figure 64: Experimental results for an online surge test applied to a healthy 5 hp machine,
a machine with one, and three faulty turns. No provisions are taken to include the influence
of the rotor position.
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(a) Surge waveforms obtained with the healthy
machine.


























(b) EAR obtained for an online surge test.



















(c) Consecutive surge waveforms obtained with
the healthy machine for initial capacitor voltages
of 1100 V and 1150 V.



















(d) Close-up of consecutive surge waveforms ob-
tained with the healthy machine for initial capac-
itor voltages of 1100 V and 1150 V.
Figure 65: Experimental results for an online surge test applied to a 7.5 hp induction
machine that is healthy and a motor with 10% of the windings shorted. No provisions are
taken to include the influence of the rotor position.
problem, although the turn insulation is in a good condition.
The results of this and the previous section show that the surge test can be conducted
online neither without increasing the sensitivity of the test through an increase of the supply
impedance, nor without considering the rotor position during the execution of the surge
test. To account for the effect of the rotor position two different options are suggested and
investigated. First, the knowledge of the rotor position delivered by a rotor position sensor
is used to eliminate the influence of the rotor eccentricity and the rotor slotting on the surge
waveforms. A second approach is based on the application of multiple pulses at one test
voltage level and the subsequent averaging of the surge waveforms. Both approaches are
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described in the following sections in detail and are supported by experimental results.
6.5 Online Surge Testing using an Additional Supply Impedance and a
Rotor Position Sensor
The implementation and execution of the online surge test requires the installation of an
additional impedance (see Section 6.2.2) to increase the test sensitivity on the one hand,
and the use of a rotor position sensor to account for the dependence of the surge waveform
on the rotor position (see Section 6.4) on the other hand. A schematic of the test setup
including an additional rotor position sensor and the additional supply inductance is shown
in Fig. 66.
Figure 66: Online surge schematic with additional supply inductance, rotor position sensor
and a fault emulation.
6.5.1 Using a Position Sensor to Reduce the Dependence of the Surge Wave-
form on the Rotor Position.
The following algorithm is used to perform the surge test to an operating machine:
1. The capacitor is charged to the desired test voltage level.
2. A window of β degrees is opened when the machine is at a particular rotor position
θr0. This is equivalent to opening a time window of ∆t = β/ωr, where ωr is the
angular speed of the rotor.
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3. The surge test is applied to the machine, if the zero crossing of the line-line voltage
falls within the time-window ∆t triggered by the rotor position θr0.
4. The two last waveforms are compared through zero crossing comparison and EAR
calculation.
5. If the insulation is in a good condition, the capacitor voltage is increased by ∆V , and
the test is continued with point one. When the final test voltage is reached, the test
is terminated.
This procedure guarantees that the surge test will only be conducted if the rotor is in the
vicinity of a particular rotor position and the line-line voltage has a zero crossing.
The proper choice of the angle β is important. The results shown in Figs. 62 and
63 are examined to determine an appropriate solution. The function describing the time
of the first zero crossing of the surge waveform behaves in a similar fashion as the motor
inductance at the frequency of the surge test. Therefore, the inductance can approximately
be described as a sinusoidal function of the rotor position oscillating around some value L0,
i.e., L(θr) = L0 + f(θr) ≈ L0 + A sin(Bθr + C). The function f(θr) is determined by either
the effect of the rotor eccentricity or by the rotor slotting. In both cases the rate of change
in the inductance is maximal when the value of the inductance is equal to L0 and minimal
at the extreme points of the curve. It is preferable to conduct the test at a rotor position
where the rate of change in the induction is small, since the effect of a change in the rotor
position on the surge waveform is minimal in these positions. Even if the test is performed
at rotor positions where the rate of change in the inductance is high, the test will deliver
accurate results if the angle β is chosen small enough. The only disadvantage of decreasing
the angle β is that the test cannot be conducted as frequently as for larger angles.
As an example Fig. 62c is examined. The rate of change in the inductance is minimal at
the rotor positions 60◦, 150◦, 240◦, and 330◦. This can also be concluded from the minima
of the EAR shown in Fig. 62b, since the EAR is calculated between waveforms obtained
for consecutive rotor positions separated by 3.6◦. If the test is conducted in the vicinity of
one of these particular rotor positions and the angle β is set to 3◦, the EAR value between
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consecutive waveforms will not exceed 1% . However, if the test is conducted at a rotor
angle of 15◦, 105◦, 195◦, or 285◦, an angle of β = 3◦ can result in an EAR of up to 6%
between consecutive waveforms. At these rotor positions the angle β has to be reduced to
a smaller value of 1◦ or lower to assure that the rotor position does not have a significant
influence on the outcome of the test. If the particular rotor position, which the test is
conducted at, is chosen randomly, the angle β has to be chosen small enough to avoid a
possible false diagnosis. An appropriate value for the experiments is 1◦.
6.5.2 Experimental Validation of the Online Surge Test using a Rotor Position
Sensor
The experimental validation of the method is performed by either using the insulation
sample or an IGBT-resistor combination for the fault emulation.
Initial results show that an angle β of one degree sufficiently reduces the influence of
the rotor position for the 7.5 hp machine. The fault is emulated by using an insulation
sample that is connected between approximately 10% of the turns in one phase. Additional
supply inductors of 9 mH per phase are connected between the supply and the motor.
The machine is operated at 50% of the rated load and supplied by a line-line voltage of
230 V. The rotor position sensor has 1000 position increments and one reference position
(Allen-Bradley 845P-SHC14-CN3 with 5V DC supply, and 1000 PPR).























(a) Surge capacitor voltage and line-line voltage
during online application of the test.





















(b) Surge capacitor voltage and line-line voltage
during online application of the test for multiple
cycles of the fundamental.
Figure 67: Surge capacitor voltage and line-line voltage during an online surge test.
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The line-line voltage and the surge capacitor voltage during the application of a surge
test applied to an operating machine are shown in Fig. 67. The initial test voltage is set to
800 V and increased in increments of 25 V.
The test results are shown in Figs. 68 and 69, respectively. The test voltages are
displayed in Fig. 68a. The insulation sample breaks down at a test voltage of 1175 V. The
fault current presented in Fig. 68e initially has two semi-cycles. A close-up of the surge
waveforms clearly shows the shift between the waveforms that belong to the healthy and the
faulty machine, respectively. In addition, the voltage waveforms obtained for the healthy
and faulty machine and an initial capacitor voltage of 2000 V are depicted in Figs. 68c
and 68d. An abrupt shift among the waveforms of the faulty machine can be observed in
Fig. 68b, when the increasing voltage across the insulation sample can maintain the fault
current for three instead of two semi-cycles. The surge voltage and fault current for an
initial capacitor voltage of 2000 V are presented in Fig. 68f.
The same can be observed from the EAR displayed in Fig. 69. The EAR for the faulty
machine is significantly larger than the EAR expected and increases even further at a test
voltage of 1550 V.
The results obtained with the 5 hp machine are presented in Figs. 70, 71, and 72. The
load is adjusted to 80% of the rated load, and the motor is supplied by a 230 V line-line
voltage. An additional supply inductance of 9 mH is inserted in the line and a rotor position
sensor is used to account for the dependence of the inductance on the rotor position. The
angle β is set to 1◦ and the position θr0 is set to 60◦. The fault is emulated using a series
combination of an IGBT and a resistor of 1 Ω. To investigate the effect of the duration of
the arcing, the test is conducted for faulty insulation between one, two, and three turns,
and a fault current that lasts for one, two, and three semi-cycles, respectively. The very first
initial capacitor voltage is set to 800 V, and the voltage is increased in increments of 25 V. A
close-up of the surge voltage waveform for an initial capacitor voltage of 1800 V is shown in
Figs. 70b, 71b, and 72b. The waveforms obtained for the faulty machines can be identified
by a shift of the zero crossings to the left. However, the shift in the waveform obtained for
the machine with a one turn fault and a fault current that lasts for one semi-cycle is barely
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(a) Surge voltage waveforms for healthy and faulty
machine.























(b) Close-up of surge voltage waveforms for
healthy and faulty machine.





















(c) Surge waveforms for healthy and faulty ma-






















(d) Close-up of the surge waveforms for healthy
and faulty machine for a test voltage of 2000 V.










































(e) Surge waveform and fault current for a test
voltage of 1200 V.










































(f) Surge waveform and fault current for a test
voltage of 2000 V.
Figure 68: Experimental results for an online surge test applied to a healthy 7.5 hp machine,
and the same machine with an insulation sample connected between approximately 10% of
the turns in one phase. An additional supply inductance of 9 mH in each phase and a rotor
position sensor are used.
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Figure 69: Experimental result for the EAR obtained by an online surge test applied
to a healthy 7.5 hp induction machine, and the same machine with an insulation sample
connected between approximately 10% of the turns in one phase.
noticeable. The fault currents are displayed in Figs. 70c, 71c, and 72c. The switching times
of the IGBTs are properly adjusted, and the arcing lasts for one, two, and three semi-cycles,
respectively. The EARs obtained for the three different cases are presented in Figs. 70d,
71d, and 72d. All fault conditions can be identified due to a significant increase of the EAR
for a faulty machine, although the increase in the EAR for one faulty turn and arcing of
one semi-cycle is not as pronounced as the other fault conditions.
Both, the experimental results obtained with the 5 hp machine and the 7.5 hp machine
show that the surge test can successfully be applied to an operating machine, and can
effectively detect a deterioration of the turn insulation even for a weak insulation between
the wires of one turn. Both, the EAR as well as the inspection of the zero crossings lead
to the identification of the weak turn insulation.
6.6 Online Surge Testing using an Additional Supply Impedance and
Averaging
It is preferable to avoid the installation of addtional hardware, which always is always
accompanied by some extra costs. The rotor position sensor can be replaced by a rotor
position estimation. This, however, requires additional computations to be made as well
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(a) Surge waveforms for an initial capacitor volt-
age of 1800 V.























(b) Close-up of the surge waveforms for an initial
capacitor voltage of 1800 V.
























(c) Fault currents adjusted to one, two, and three
semi-cyles for an initial capacitor voltage of 2000
V.


























(d) EAR evaluation of the surge waveforms ob-
tained with the healthy and the faulty machine.
Figure 70: Experimental results for an online surge test with an additional supply induc-
tance of 9 mH and a rotor position sensor applied to a 5 hp machine. The faulty insulation
is emulated by an IGBT-resistor combination for a one turn fault and the fault current is
adjusted to last for one, two and three semi-cycles.
as a platform to perform these calculations on. An entirely different solution that does not
need any additional hardware is based on the averaging of multiple surge waveforms. This
method does not imply a large computational effort, yet for good results numerous capacitor
discharges for the same initial voltage have to be applied to the machine. So for the sake
of reducing the hardware (removal of the rotor position sensor) the number of capacitor
discharges has to be increased. An additional benefit of the averaging is the reduction of
the noise in the averaged waveform (see Section 4.2).
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(a) Surge waveforms for an initial capacitor volt-
age of 1800 V.























(b) Close-up of the surge waveforms for an initial
capacitor voltage of 1800 V.

























(c) Fault currents adjusted to one, two, and three
semi-cyles for an initial capacitor voltage of 2000
V.

























(d) EAR evaluation of the surge waveforms ob-
tained with the healthy and the faulty machine.
Figure 71: Experimental results for an online surge test with an additional supply induc-
tance of 9 mH and a rotor position sensor applied to a 5 hp machine. The faulty insulation
is emulated by an IGBT-resistor combination for weak insulation between two turns and
the fault current is adjusted to last for one, two and three semi-cycles.
6.6.1 Using Averaging to Reduce the Dependence of the Surge Waveform on
the Rotor Postion
Suppose two signals with the same magnitude A, the damping δ, and the angular frequencies
ω1 and ω2
v1 = A exp(−δt) cos(ω1t) , (41)
v2 = A exp(−δt) cos(ω2t) (42)
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(a) Surge waveforms for an initial capacitor volt-
age of 1800 V.























(b) Close-up of the surge waveforms for an initial
capacitor voltage of 1800 V.
























(c) Fault currents adjusted to one, two, and three
semi-cyles for an initial capacitor voltage of 2000
V.



























(d) EAR evaluation of the surge waveforms ob-
tained with the healthy and the faulty machine.
Figure 72: Experimental results for an online surge test with an additional supply induc-
tance of 9 mH and a rotor position sensor applied to a 5 hp machine. The faulty insulation
is emulated by an IGBT-resistor combination for weak insulation between three turns and




<< 1, and for a sufficiently large damping δ > 4(ω1 − ω2), the




A exp(−δt) (cos(ω1t) + cos(ω2t))



















This equation shows that the angular frequency of the averaged signal can be approximated
by the average of the frequencies of the two original signals. The assumption made to obtain
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≈ 1. This holds true because the term exp(−δt) drops
from 1 to exp(−4) = 0.018 between t = 0 and t = 4/δ, whereas in the same time interval






with δ > 4(ω1 − ω2) is from 1 to
0.88.
It can be shown that Eq. (43) can be further generalized. The averaging of n signals of
the form


















A proof of this equation is given in Appendix C. The angular frequency of the averaged
signal is the average of the angular frequencies of the original signals. This result can be
used to eliminate the dependence of the surge test on the rotor position.
If the surge test is performed at random rotor postions, the distribution of the rotor
positions is uniform. The time of the ith zero crossing of the surge waveform is then
distributed according to Eq. (39) and the angular frequencies are distributed accordingly.
It follows that the expected value of the angular frequency is a constant value depending
on the distribution only.
For a sufficiently large number of surge waveforms obtained by random triggering in





) is approximately equal to the expected value of the angular frequency. The
angular frequency of the averaged signal is therefore a constant with respect to the rotor
position.
6.6.2 Experimental Validation of the Averaging Method
Since the influence of the rotor position for the 5 hp machine is more pronounced than for
the 7.5 hp machine, the experimental validation of the averaging method is conducted with
the 5 hp machine only.
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During a first set of experiments the initial capacitor voltage remains constant at 1000 V.
The machine is operated at 80% of the rated load and supplied by a 230 V line-line voltage.
The machine insulation is in a good condition, i.e., only the healthy machine is under
investigation. The averaged surge waveforms are obtained from sets of two, three, four,
five, ten, twenty, thirty, fifty, and two hundred waveforms, respectively. The surge test
is applied at every tenth zero crossing of the line-line voltage, i.e., the time between the
voltage waveforms to be averaged is ten periods of the fundamental frequency (0.167 s).
The averaging is performed by the oscilloscope (Tektronix TEK TDS5054) used for the data
acquisition. Multiple averaged waveforms are recorded for each of the sets. For example, ten
measurements are made for waveforms averaged over twenty single waveforms. To reduce
the influence of the noise, all waveforms are filtered by a Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter
[122]. The averaged waveforms attained for one set are then compared by calculating the
EAR between each of the averaged waveforms. The averaged voltage waveforms and the
EAR values for no averaging, averaging over five, and averaging over twenty waveforms
are shown in Fig. 73. For no averaging (see Fig. 73a) the EAR varies significantly, and
ranges from below 5% to over 25%, which indicates a considerable difference of the surge
waveforms. The EAR for the averaged waveforms is largely reduced, as shown in Figs. 73d
and 73f. For the averaging over five surge waveforms the EAR does not exceed 5%, and the
averaging over twenty waveforms further reduces the EAR values. To further investigate
the influence of the averaging, the mean of the EAR value is calculated for each set. The
result is displayed in Fig. 74. It shows how the averaging reduces the influence of the rotor
position. Averaging over 10 waveforms lowers the mean value of the EAR from 12.81% to
1.78%.
Fig. 64 (see Section 6.4) presents the experimental results of an online surge test with-
out any provisions to compensate for the dependence of the surge waveform on the rotor
position. The test result shows that even for the healthy machine a significant increase of
the EAR can be observed, which leads to a false diagnosis. The experiment is repeated
for the same operating conditions, i.e., the machine is supplied by a 230 V line-line voltage
and the load level is adjusted to 80% of the rated load. The fault is emulated by a solid
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(a) Surge voltage waveforms for healthy machine
and no averaging.














(b) EAR between the waveforms shown in
Fig. 73a.




















(c) Surge voltage waveforms for the healthy ma-
chine and averaging over five waveforms.















(d) EAR between the waveforms shown in
Fig. 73c.




















(e) Surge voltage waveforms for the healthy ma-
chine and averaging over twenty waveforms.













(f) EAR between the waveforms shown in
Fig. 73e.
Figure 73: Experimental results for an online surge test applied to a healthy 5 hp machine
with an initial capacitor voltage of 1000 V applied at random rotor positions.
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Figure 74: Mean values of the EAR for different numbers of averaged waveforms obtained
from an online surge test with the healthy 5 hp machine.
turn fault. An IGBT switch in series with a 1Ω resistor is inserted between the taps for
protection purposes. When the surge is applied to the machine, the switch is closed, and it
is opened after the surge waveform has decayed to zero. A one turn fault and a three turn
fault are emulated.
Instead of just applying one pulse at each test voltage level, the test is conducted five,
twenty, thirty, and two hundred times per test voltage level and the waveforms are averaged.
The test is started at a test voltage of 1000 V, and the voltage is increased in increments
of 50 V. The results of the averaging over five, twenty, and thirty waveforms are displayed
in Fig. 75.
Even though the averaging over five pulses renders a vast improvement, there is still a
chance of a false diagnosis. For the averaging over twenty and thirty pulses the EAR seems
largely independent of the rotor position, and the weak turn insulation for a one and three
turn fault can clearly be distinguished from the healthy turn insulation. The inspection of
the surge waveforms obtained with the healthy machine and presented in Figs. 75a, 75c,
and 75e also shows that for an increasing number of averaged waveforms the influence of
the rotor position on the surge waveform decreases.
The above results show that an online surge test can be conducted successfully by
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(a) Surge voltage waveforms for the healthy ma-
chine and averaging over five waveforms.

























(b) EAR evaluation for averaging over five wave-
forms.

















(c) Surge voltage waveforms for the healthy ma-
chine and averaging over twenty waveforms.

























(d) EAR evaluation for averaging over twenty
waveforms.

















(e) Surge voltage waveforms for the healthy ma-
chine and averaging over thirty waveforms.

























(f) EAR evaluation for averaging over thirty
waveforms.
Figure 75: Experimental results for an online surge test applied to a healthy 5 hp machine,
and faulty insulation inbetween one turn and three turns. The faulty insulation is emulated
by using a solid turn fault.
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increasing the test sensitivity with an additional supply impedance, and by eliminating the
influence of the rotor position on the test result through the averaging of multiple pulses
applied at the same test voltage level. The cost of omitting the rotor position sensor is the
increased number of pulses applied to the machine.
The quality and success of the online surge test applied to a motor with rotor imperfec-
tions and executed by means of the averaging technique described above depends on:
1. The degree of dependence of the rotor inductance on the rotor position.
2. The choice of the threshold for the EAR value that indicates a faulty insulation.
3. The standard deviation of the average of the angular frequencies obtained for the sets
of averaged signals.
For different machines these conditions can vary considerably. The best approach to decide
on the number of waveforms to be averaged is to perform initial tests at a low initial
capacitor voltage for various set sizes.
6.7 Chapter Summary
An online surge test is proposed and implemented. The analysis of the online surge test sys-
tem shows that the test sensitivity is reduced considerably due to the influence of the supply
impedance (mains impedance). The insertion of an additional supply inductance increases
the sensitivity, and is the most practical solution for the implementation. A procedure for
the online execution of the surge test is given. The dependence of the surge waveform on
the rotor position as first discussed in [92] is further investigated and two solutions are
presented to eliminate the influence of the rotor position on the surge waveform. The first
approach uses a rotor position sensor, and the second approach is based on the averaging
of multiple waveforms obtained for the same test voltage level. The faulty insulation is
emulated, as described in Chapter 5. The online test is able to identify the weak insulation
even for small breakdown effects, i.e., for weak insulation between a small number of turns.
Each step is supported by simulations and experimental results.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS, CONTRIBUTIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The electrical insulation is a vital part of the motor, and its breakdown results in a se-
vere machine failure and a costly process downtime. Most insulation problems originate
in problems with the turn insulation. Present monitoring methods are able to detect the
breakdown of the insulation but do not give further insight into the condition of the insu-
lation prior to the breakdown. The time window, before a turn insulation failure develops
into a more severe insulation problem that will terminate the operation of the machine, can
be very short. Therefore, it is desirable to have a monitoring tool that gives the user an
early warning about the deterioration of the turn insulation prior to its breakdown. The
surge test, which is conducted offline, is a method with this capability.
To overcome the limitations of current online monitoring methods this research has
investigated the applicability of the surge test to an operating machine and has also given
an in depth analysis of topics related to offline surge testing.
An overview over stator faults and their root cause has been presented. A comprehensive
literature review has shown the state-of-the-art of turn insulation testing and monitoring.
Most of the methods available at present are merely capable of detecting solid stator turn
faults, and are therefore suitable only for the protection of the motor. The theory related
to offline testing has been explained including the basic principle of the method as well as
the execution of the test and the evaluation of the results.
The offline surge test has been supplemented by the definition of the frequency sensitivity
as well as the EAR sensitivity. To determine the sensitivity of the frequency and the
error area ratio (EAR) an analytical expression for both quantities has been developed.
The calculation of the frequency and the EAR is based on the solution of the differential
equation of the equivalent circuit. To apply the sensitivity equations to the healthy and the
faulty machine model, the equivalent inductance seen from the surge test capacitor has been
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calculated with respect to the percentage of turns shorted in the winding. Two methods
have been introduced to determine the parameters required for the analytical calculation of
the EAR. The first method is based on the knowledge of the parameters of the induction
machine, whereas the second method uses the surge waveform itself and a curve fitting
tool to determine the parameters. The frequency sensitivity for the offline surge test has
been shown to be -0.5%, i.e., if the surge test induces a relative reduction in the motor
inductance of 1% the frequency of the surge waveform will increase by 0.5%. The EAR
sensitivity obtained from an induction machine simulation lies around 4%, which means
that the EAR increases by 4% for a 1% change inductance induced by the surge test.
An essential step to evaluate a diagnostic method is the emulation of the fault condition
under investigation. Even though the basic concepts of the surge test can be validated
using a solid turn fault, a more detailed investigation calls for a better method for the fault
emulation. A suitable method emulating the arcing due to a deteriorated turn insulation has
been presented. A machine with taps giving access to a portion of the turns in one phase
has been used in combination with an insulation sample, that breaks down at a specific
voltage. Two types of samples have been introduced. An insulation sample consisting of
two aluminum plates and a thin foil of insulation in-between the plates has delivered good
practical results. Some favorable features of this method are the low costs required for
the implementation, and the reproducibility of the results. The breakdown voltage of the
sample can be adjusted through an aging process to a certain degree. The lowest breakdown
voltage achieved during the experiments has been 75 V. Based on the results obtained for
the insulation samples a further simplification of the fault emulation has been suggested.
The insulation sample was replaced by an IGBT switch in series with a resistor. The time
to turn the switch on and off is determined by the beginning of the surge and the zero
crossings of the fault current, respectively. An advantage of the IGBT-resistor combination
is that even lower breakdown voltages can be simulated. Experimental results support the
feasibility of the method.
An online test configuration for the surge test has been introduced and analyzed. The
main drawback of the online system is the reduction of the test’s sensitivity due to the mains
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impedance. Several methods to overcome these limitations have been evaluated, and their
practical applicability has been taken into consideration. The most feasible method, the
insertion of an additional supply inductance, has been chosen for practical implementation.
The simulation and the experimental results show the suitability of this approach. The
dependence of the surge waveforms on the rotor position for the machines under investiga-
tion has experimentally been determined and discussed. Since the application of a single
surge test at a random rotor position can lead to a false diagnosis, preparatory provisions
have to be taken. Both, the use of a rotor position sensor to conduct the test in the vicin-
ity of a specific (favorable) rotor position only, as well as a technique using the averaging
of multiple surge waveforms obtained for random rotor positions, have been shown to be
suitable to eliminate or at least to sufficiently reduce the influence of the rotor position.
A procedure of how to execute the test properly has been given, and experimental results
have been presented for validation. An inductance of 9 mH has been inserted in each phase
during the experiments to increase the test sensitivity. Two machines have been used for
the experimental validation. The first machine (see Table 5a) can emulate weak insulation
for one, two, and three out of 108 turns. The second machine (see Table 5b) has approxi-
mately 10% of its turns in one phase accessible at the machine terminals. The online test is
capable of identifying a deteriorated turn insulation for even small breakdown effects, i.e.,
for a weak insulation between a small number of turns. Even for arcing of minimal duration
(one semi-cyle), a weak insulation within less than 1% of the turns in one phase has been
identified by the online surge test.
7.1 Contributions
The research at hand presents an advancement in the online monitoring of the turn insula-
tion. The contributions can be summarized as follows:
1. A comprehensive literature survey on turn insulation testing of induction machines
has been presented focusing on the detection of insulation problems in low voltage
induction machines. There are two publications related to this work [120, 124].
2. The theory of offline surge testing has been supplemented by
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(a) the definition of the frequency sensitivity and the error are ratio (EAR) sensi-
tivity.
(b) the analytical calculation of the EAR for the healthy and the faulty machine, as
well as the development of two methods to find the parameters required for this
calculation.
A publication on this topic has been accepted by the IEEE IEMDC 2011 conference.
3. A simple method for the emulation of the arcing induced by a surge test in an induction
machine with weak turn insulation has been presented. The method is low-cost, easy
to implement, and the results are reproducible. A paper on this topic has been
accepted by the IEEE IEMDC 2011 conference.
4. To improve the capabilities of online turn insulation diagnostics, an online surge test
has been implemented.
(a) A basic concept for the online surge test has been introduced.
(b) The problem of a reduced sensitivity due to a small mains impedance has been
solved by inserting an additional supply inductance while the test is being per-
formed.
(c) A procedure to apply the test online has been presented.
5. Two solutions have been presented to avoid a false diagnosis due to the dependence
of the surge waveform on the rotor position.
(a) The first method is based on the knowledge of the rotor position using a rotor
position sensor. Another option is the use of a sensorless position estimation.
(b) The second method averages multiple waveforms obtained for the same test volt-
age level and random rotor positions to eliminate the influence of the rotor po-
sition.
6. Two papers on the online surge test have been published up to now [118, 119]. A
paper has been submitted to IAS transactions and has been accepted for publication.
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Another paper has been submitted to the IEEE ECCE 2011 conference.
7.2 Recommendations for Future Work
A first step for the online diagnosis of turn insulation deterioration in low voltage induction
machines by online surge testing has been presented. The method has proved to be capable
of detecting a deteriorated insulation for even small breakdown effects, i.e., for a weak
insulation between a small number of turns. Each phase of the work proposed has been
supported by simulations and experimental results. There are several other aspects related
to online surge testing to be furhter investigated:
1. One of the main points to address is the use of the additional supply inductance. This
inductance is necessary to increase the test sensitivity. Any way to omit the inductors
without replacing them by some equivalent piece of hardware, and to still achieve a
feasible test sensitivity would make the online surge test more appealing for the use
in practical applications.
2. Another aspect that can be investigated in the future is how frequently the test has to
be applied to the machine. This will likely depend on the application and the stress
that the insulation is subject to. If the insulation is subject to large stresses, which
accelerate the aging, the insulation should probably be tested more frequently.
3. Although some standards like the IEEE 522 [13] recommend some maximum test
voltage for the offline surge test, more testing will have to be done to determine
whether the same recommended voltages are to be used online. Since the test can be
applied on a more frequent basis than the offline test, and therefore does not have to
look ahead as far as the offline test, the test voltage levels recommended can probably
be reduced. Elaborate testing is required to determine appropriate test voltage levels.
4. It has been shown that the machine can still operate for some time after the surge test
detects deteriorated insulation, and before a solid turn fault occurs. Extensive testing
is required to find out how long a machine can still be operated safely after the weak
insulation has been identified, i.e., to determine the time before the machine has to
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be taken out of service. It is likely that this strongly depends on the application, the
machine is used for, and the test voltage level the insulation problem occurs at.
5. The dependence of the surge test results on the operating conditions of the machine
will have to be investigated. This question is important if the operating conditions of
the machine change frequently and abruptly. For the results presented in this thesis
the load level was held constant for one full test cycle. One full test cycle can usually
be performed in less than one minute or at least in no more than a few minutes if the
process is fully automated.
6. The use for the detection of rotor eccentricity in an operating machine can be in-
vestigated further and can be used as a byproduct of the online surge test. A test
procedure and a method to determine the severity of the eccentricity will have to be
developed for this purpose.
An application of interest that is not directly related to online surge testing is the use of
an inverter drive to conduct the surge test. The DC link capacitor of the inverter drive can
be used as the surge capacitor, and the switches of the drive can be used to connect the DC
link capacitor to the machine. The large size of the DC link capacitance compared to the
capacitance that is usually used in surge test devices (typically 10 nF - 50 nF) can cause
problems. There is a risk of permanently damaging the insulation, since the energy stored
in the DC link capacitor is significantly higher than the energy dissipated in a conventional
surge test. A further disadvantage of using the drive is the limited voltage ratings of the





This chapter shows the derivation of Eq. (31) for the estimation of the EAR introduced
in section 4.3.2. Two different cases will be analyzed and combined. First, the effect of a
change in the inductance (∆L) is discussed while a change in the initial voltage is neglected
(∆V = 0). The second case includes the effect of a change in the initial capacitor voltage
(∆V > 0). A thorough analysis of the second case is only possible by making further
simplifications.
A.1 Solution of the differential equation of the surge test circuit
The behaviour of the surge test can be modeled by an equivalent RLC circuit, as shown in
Fig. 4. To calculate the EAR the analytical solution for the capacitor voltage v has to be
found, where Vtest is the initial capacitor voltage and the switch is closed at time t = 0.
Furthermore, the initial current in the circuit is zero. Therefore the initial conditions are:
v(0) = Vtest = V0 , v̇(0) = 0 .







v = 0 . (46)
Substituting a solution of the form
v(t) = A1eλ1t + A2eλ2t ,
and solving the characteristic equation yields:
λ1,2 = −δ ± j
√
ω2n − δ2 ,
where δ = R/(2L), ωn = 1/
√
LC and ω =
√
ω2n − δ2. The initial conditions give A1 +A2 =






= A3 ∓ jA4 .
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The solution for the capacitor voltage is then:
v = (A3 − jA4)e−δt[cos(ωt) + j sin(ωt)] + (A3 + jA4)e−δt[cos(ωt)− j sin(ωt)]



















The solution for the voltage v obtained for an initial capacitor voltage V1 and the
parameters δ1 and ω1 is denoted by v1. For the initial capacitor voltage V1 + ∆V and
the parameters δ2 and ω2 the voltage is called v2. The expressions can be simplified for
δ1 << ω1 and δ2 << ω2:
v1(t) = V1 e−δ1t cos(ω1t) , (49)
v2(t) = (V1 + ∆V ) e−δ2t cos(ω2t) . (50)
The values of the parameters are ω1 = 1/
√
LC, ω2 = 1/
√
(L + ∆L)C, δ1 = R/(2L),






<< 1 the terms ω2
and δ2 can be expressed as:











The EAR is defined in Eq.(26). From the above results for v1 and v2 it follows
|v1(t)− v2(t)| =
∣∣∣V1 e−δ1t cos(ω1t) − V1 e−δ1te−∆δt cos(ω2t) − ∆V e−δ2t cos(ω2t)∣∣∣ .
(53)
At this point a simplification can be made, which yields an accurate calculation of the
EAR for ∆V/V1 << 1, i.e., which only considers the change in the EAR due to a change
in the inductance ∆L. After obtaining an accurate expression for this case an analysis
including the effect of ∆V under some additional constraints is performed. From a physical
standpoint a change in the inductance ∆L between two experiments can only be obtained
if the voltage ∆V > 0, i.e., the first voltage is below and the second voltage is above the
breakdown voltage of the (deteriorated) insulation. Despite that, it can be shown that
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the two EAR variables ∆L and ∆V can be handled independently of each other from a
mathematical standpoint.
A.2 EAR calculation neglecting a change in the initial capacitor voltage
(∆V = 0)
For ∆V/V1 << 1 one obtains from Eq.(53):
|v1(t)− v2(t)| =
∣∣∣V1 e−δ1t(cos(ω1t) − e−∆δt cos(ω2t))∣∣∣ . (54)
Furthermore, ∆δ/δ1 << 1 and e−∆δt ≈ 1−∆δ t yields
|v1(t)− v2(t)| =
∣∣∣V1 e−δ1t(cos(ω1t) − cos(ω2t) + ∆δ t cos(ω2t))∣∣∣ . (55)
The parameter 1/δ1 is the time constant of the envelope of v1(t) and 2π/ω1 is the period
of the oscillation of v1(t). There are two cases:














The strongly, moderately, and weakly damped cases are illustrated in Fig. 76. By adjusting
the discharge capacitance one can always obtain a moderately or weakly damped case, which
will be further investigated here. The moderately damped case is of special interest because
it is similar to the typical waveforms obtained by the surge test.
The main contribution to the EAR stems from the mismatch between cos(ω1t) and
cos(ω2t) and the term V1 e−δ1t∆δ t cos(ω2t) can be neglected (∆δ t << 1). This result is
confirmed by numerical calculations performed in MATLAB, which leads to:
|v1(t)− v2(t)| =
∣∣∣V1 e−δ1t(cos(ω1t) − cos(ω2t))∣∣∣ . (56)





, and from ∆ω << ω1 it follows
that sin((ω1 + ∆ω/2)t) ≈ sin(ω1t) and
|v1(t)− v2(t)| ≈
∣∣∣∣2V1 e−δ1t sin(∆ω2 t) sin(ω1t)
∣∣∣∣ . (57)
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Figure 76: Surge waveforms with strong, moderate and weak damping.


















t) |sin(ω1t)| dt . (58)
The function g(t) = e−δ1t sin(
∆ω
2
t) describes the envelope of the rectified amplitude mod-
ulated signal with the carrier angular frequency ω1. If the bandwidth ωB of the spectrum






























e−δ1t dt . (61)
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and for the EAR:



































)2 ≈ 1 − (∆ω2δ1
)2
lead to the
following expression for the EAR:



























· 100 . (65)
That means that for very small changes in L the relationship between the EAR and ∆L
is linear. The simulation results introduced in Chapter 4 show the accuracy of the EAR
calculation for ∆V = 0. The next section shows how ∆V can be included in the EAR
calculation.
A.3 EAR calculation including a change in the initial capacitor voltage
(∆V > 0)
If the increase in the initial capacitor voltage is not neglected, one obtains
|v1(t)− v2(t)| = V1 e−δ1t
∣∣∣∣cos(ω1t) − cos(ω2t) − ∆VV1 cos(ω2t)
∣∣∣∣ . (66)







cos(ω1t)− cos(ω2t) ≈ 2 sin(
∆ω
2
t) sin(ω1t) ≈ ∆ω t sin(ω1t) . (68)
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These approximations yield
|v1(t)− v2(t)| ≈ V1 e−δ1t
∣∣∣∣∆ω t sin(ω1t) − ∆VV1 cos(ω1t)
∣∣∣∣ . (69)
The application of the trigonometric identity
A sin(ωt) + B cos(ωt) =
√














+ (∆ω t)2 e−δ1t |cos(ω1t + ϕ(t))| . (71)
The different components of Eq. (69) and (71), like







+ (∆ω t)2 and
∣∣∣∣∆VV1 cos(ω1t)
∣∣∣∣ are shown in Fig. 77 for the values
∆V/V1 = 0.1 and ∆L/L = 0.01.













Figure 77: Components of Eq. (69).
One can see that the angular frequency of the expression
∣∣∣∣∆ω t sin(ω1t) − ∆VV1 cos(ω1t)
∣∣∣∣
changes slowly by comparing it to the function
∣∣∣∣∆VV1 cos(ω1t)
∣∣∣∣. Despite the continuous
change in frequency the ”filling factor” π/2 used to approximate the integrals in section A.2





+ (∆ω t)2 and
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the ”filling factor” π/2 can be used to calculate the integral of
∣∣∣∣∆ω t sin(ω1t) − ∆VV1 cos(ω1t)
∣∣∣∣













· 100 . (72)





a2 + b2t2 dt (73)
lacks a closed-form antiderivative. The semi-analytic solution can only be obtained un-











a2 + b2t2 dt ≈
x∫
0




Therefore, the problem is to find a suitable h(t) that meets both conditions. One pos-





a2 + b2t2 dt can be approximated closely for an appropriate choice of α, the func-
tion represents a poor fit of
√
a2 + b2t2 as can be seen from Fig. 78 (green line), which is
obtained for the values ∆V/V1 = 0.1, ∆L/L = 0.01 and α = 0.07.
Another candidate function that closely fits
√
a2 + b2t2 (blue line) is h(t) = ae−(b/a)t+bt









e−δ1t(ae−(b/a)t + bt) dt and
x∫
0
e−δ1t(α + bt) dt are depicted in Fig. 79
for 0 < x < 0.0011.














a2 + b2t2 dt ≈
∞∫
0




















a2 + b2t2 (blue) and candidate functions for the approximation (red and green).






































· 100 . (75)
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If ∆V/V1 = 0.1 and ∆L/L = 0.01 and the other parameteres are chosen as above, the term
b2
(b + aδ1)2












This approximation is not only valid for the parameters chosen above, but also holds for
the different choices of ∆V/V1 and ∆L/L. In general the voltage step ∆V is chosen so
that 0.01 < ∆V/V1 < 0.1. If the voltage step is small (∆V/V1 ≈ 0.01) or if there is a big




and the first term can be neglected. The only other case that has to
be considered is if ∆V/V1 ≈ 0.1 and the ∆L/L is small (∆L/L < 0.02), which is the case
shown above. In this case the term
b2
(b + aδ1)2
is small and one obtains the expression in
Eq. (76). The expression obtained for the calculation of the EAR including the change in














· 100 , (77)
















EAR(∆V,∆L = 0)2 + EAR(∆V = 0,∆L)2 . (79)
This equation shows that the contributions of a change in the inductance of ∆L and a
change in the initial capacitor voltage of ∆V can be handled independently of each other.
The result of section A.2 for ∆V = 0 and ∆L can be used to get a more accurate estimation
of the EAR for the contribution of ∆L.
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APPENDIX B
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF AN INDUCTION MOTOR WITH A
TURN FAULT IN PHASE A
The mathematical model of an induction machine with a stator winding turn fault is intro-
duced in [55]. It gives accurate simulation results for a motor with a turn fault in one phase
as shown in fig. 80. The magnetic coupling between the phases is included in the model.
Figure 80: Model of the Motor with Turn Fault in Phase a.
The following equations describe the induction machine:
vs = RS is +
dλs
dt










vr = RR ir +
dλr
dt










Since the system works under an unbalanced condition the line-line voltages have to be
used instead of the line-neutral voltages to supply the motor. For simulation purposes the
equations have to be rearranged. Eq.(82)-(83) describe a motor with a turn fault in Phase

















isT τ ir , (83)
where
i = [isa if isb ira irb irc]
T , v = [vab vf vbc vra vrb vrc]
T = [vab 0 vbc 0 0 0]
T ,
is = [isa if isb isc]
T , ir = [ira irb irc]
T .
The stator currents are labeled isa and isb. The third current is obtained by isc = −isa − isb.
The current in the shorted turns is named if . The rotor currents are labeled ira, irb, and
irc. The input stator line-line voltages are vab, and vbc and the phase voltages of the rotor
are vra, vrb, and vrc. The number of poles is labeled P and the torque produced by the
machine T .
B.1 Matrix Definitions
To keep the expressions shorter ”s” is used instead of ”sin” and ”c” instead of ”cos” in the
following. The matrices and parameters used are defined as follows:
• RS is the stator resistance matrix, with Rs being the per-phase stator resistance,
• RR is the rotor resistance matrix, with Rr being the per-phase rotor resistance,
• LS is the stator inductance matrix, with Lms being the per-phase stator mutual
inductance and Lls the per-phase stator leakage inductance (Ls = Lms + Lls),
• LR is the rotor inductance matrix, with Lmr being the per-phase rotor mutual induc-
tance and Llr the per-phase rotor leakage inductance (Lr = Lmr + Llr),
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• LRS and LSR are the matrices describing the coupling of the stator with the rotor
and vice versa, with Lsr being the per-phase stator-rotor mutual inductance, and θ
being the angle between the a-phase of the stator and the a-Phase of the rotor (rotor
angle).
• mu is the percentage of turns shorted in the faulty phase.
The matrices are defined as follows:
RS =

(1− µ)Rs 0 −Rs
0 µRs 0
Rs 0 2Rs








Lr − 12Lmr −
1
2Lmr









(1− µ)2Lms + (1− µ)Lls + 1−2µ2 Lms µ(1− µ)Lms +
µ
2 Lms −(Ls +
1
2Lms)
µ(1− µ)Lms + µ2 Lms µLls + µ
2Lms 0






(1− µ)c(θ)− c(θ − 2π3 ) (1− µ)c(θ +
2π
3 )− c(θ) (1− µ)c(θ −
2π
3 )− c(θ +
2π
3 )
µc(θ) µc(θ + 2π3 ) µc(θ −
2π
3 )
c(θ − 2π3 )− c(θ +
2π
3 ) c(θ)− c(θ −
2π








s(θ − 2π3 )− (1− µ)s(θ) s(θ)− (1− µ)s(θ +
2π
3 ) s(θ +
2π
3 )− (1− µ)s(θ −
2π
3 )
−µs(θ) −µs(θ + 2π3 ) −µs(θ −
2π
3 )
s(θ + 2π3 )− s(θ −
2π
3 ) s(θ −
2π






(1− µ)c(θ)− c(θ + 2π3 ) µc(θ) c(θ −
2π
3 )− c(θ +
2π
3 )
(1− µ)c(θ + 2π3 )− c(θ −
2π
3 ) µc(θ +
2π
3 ) c(θ)− c(θ −
2π
3 )
(1− µ)c(θ − 2π3 )− c(θ) µc(θ −
2π









−(1− µ)s(θ) + s(θ + 2π3 ) −µs(θ) −s(θ −
2π
3 ) + s(θ +
2π
3 )
−(1− µ)s(θ + 2π3 ) + s(θ −
2π
3 ) −µs(θ +
2π
3 ) −s(θ) + s(θ −
2π
3 )
−(1− µ)s(θ − 2π3 ) + s(θ) −µs(θ −
2π
3 ) −s(θ +
2π




−(1− µ)s(θ) −(1− µ)s(θ + 2π3 ) −(1− µ)s(θ −
2π
3 )
−µs(θ) −µs(θ + 2π3 ) −µs(θ −
2π
3 )
−s(θ − 2π3 ) −s(θ) −s(θ +
2π
3 )





B.2 Equivalent inductance of the machine during an offline surge test
For the analytical calculation of the EAR the knowledge of the equivalent inductance look-
ing into the motor terminals is required. Therefore the inductance of the healthy machine
at rotor speed zero as well as the inductance of the faulty machine at rotor speed zero has
to be determined.
To simplify the calculations the rotor angle θ is set to zero (i.e., cos(θ) = 1, cos(θ −
2π/3) = cos(θ + 2π/3) = −1/2). The angular velocity θ̇ = 0 is zero because the machine







stator currents are related by the following equation: ias = −2 ibs = −2 ics = is. Since the
rotor angle is zero, the same holds true for the rotor currents: iar = −2 ibr = −2 icr = ir.
Furthermore, the rotor and the stator per-phase leakage inductance are assumed to be the
same Lls = Llr = Ll. If all rotor variables and parameters are are referred to the stator
and specified in per unit Lmr and Lsr can be replaced by Lms = Lm in the above matrices.
The frequency of the surge test signal is usually more than two orders of magnitude
larger than the fundamental frequency. At these frequencies the resistance of the induction
machine can be neglected without introducing a large error. The calculation of the equiva-
lent inductance Leq is based on the calculation of the line-line voltage vsab = vsa − vsb and
the use of the relations vsab = dλsabdt = Leq
disa
dt (with λsab = Leqisa).
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(1− µ) cos(θ)− (1− µ) cos(θ + 2π
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where L11, L22, L33, L12 = L21, L13 = L31, L23 = L32 are defined by Eqs. (87), (88), and
(89). From Eq. (90) Leq(µ) =
vsab
i̇s
can be determined. Eqs. (88), and (89) give
i̇r = Leq1 i̇s , (91)

















Plugging this into Eq. (87) yields
vsab = [L11 + L12Leq2 + L13Leq1] i̇s
= Leq i̇s . (95)
Finally L11, L22, L33, L12, L13, and L23 are replaced by Lm, Ll, and µ to obtain:
Leq1 = Leq2 = −
(32 − µ)Lm




(32 − µ)Ll[Ll + 3Lm]
(32 + µ)Lm + Ll
. (97)
The inductance Leq(µ) is the inductance looking into the motor terminals of a machine at
rotor speed zero as a function of the turn fault ratio µ. It can be used for the analytical
calculation of the error area ratio. The inductance of the healthy machine can be determined
by setting µ = 0.
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APPENDIX C
AVERAGING OF THE SURGE WAVEFORMS
The proof of Eq. (45), which shows that the frequency of the averaged waveforms can be
obtained by averaging the frequencies of the original waveforms, can either be performed
using trigonometric identities or a Taylor Series expansion. The original waveforms are
given by
v = f(δi, ωi, t) = A exp(−δit) cos(ωit) , (98)
where A is the initital magnitude of the waveforms, δi the damping of the ith waveform,
and ωi the angular frequency of the ith waveform.




<< 1, δ > 4(ωi − ωj), i, j ≤ n, ωi = ω + ∆ωi,
δi = δ + ∆δi, where ω and δ are the average values of the angular frequency and the
damping, and ∆ωi and ∆δi are the deviations from the average values.
A Taylor Series expansion applied to the original waveforms yields
f(δi, ωi, t) = f(δ + ∆δi, ω + ∆ωi, t) (99)






∆ωi + HOT . (100)






























































t = A exp(−δt) cos(ωt) (104)
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APPENDIX D
PARAMETERS OF THE INDUCTION MACHINES INVESTIGATED
IN THIS THESIS
Two induction machines used for the experimental validation are shown in Fig. 81. The
machine displayed in Fig. 81a is rated for 5 hp and has taps at its terminal that give
access to one, two, and three consecutive turns out of 108 turns of one phase. The machine
depicted in Fig. 81b is rated for 7.5 hp and has taps at its terminal that give access to
approximately 10% of the turns in one phase. Figs. 81c and 81d show close-ups of the
motor terminals with the wires that give access to the portion of the coils (red wires, and
white wires). The nameplates are shown in Figs. 81e, and 81f and the parameters of each
machine are specified in Tables 5a and 5b.











(a) Parameters of the 5 hp induction ma-












(b) Parameters of the 7.5 hp induction
machine manufactured by General Elec-
tric Company.
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(a) 5 hp induction machine manufactured by
Marathon Electric.
(b) 7.5 hp induction machine manufactured by
General Electric Company.
(c) Close-up of the terminals of 5 hp machine.
The red wires give access to a portion of the
winding.
(d) Close-up of the terminals of 7.5 hp ma-
chine. The white wires give access to a portion
of the winding.
(e) Nameplate of the 5 hp induction machine
manufactured by Marathon Electric.
(f) Nameplate of the 7.5 hp induction machine
manufactured by General Electric Company.
Figure 81: Induction machines used for the surge test experiments.
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APPENDIX E
PROTOTYPE OF THE SURGE TEST EQUIPMENT
The main components of the prototype equipment are the surge test capacitor, and the
IGBT switch to connect the capacitor to the machine. Several other components required
to conduct the test are:
• A circuit to charge the capacitor and an IGBT switch to connect the charging circuit
to the surge capacitor.
• A driver circuit for the IGBTs.
• Additional IGBT switches for the fault emulation.
• A circuit to control the switches.
• A voltage sensor that measures voltages up to 3kV and removes the fundametal com-
ponent of the operating voltage.
E.1 The Charging Circuit
The circuit used for the capacitor charging is a Cockcroft-Walton voltage multiplier. The
schematic is shown in Fig. 82.
Figure 82: Schematic of the charging circuit.
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The input source is a variable AC voltage source and the output a DC voltage. Each
stage of the voltage multiplier adds two times the magnitude of the input AC voltage to
the output DC voltage. The circuit used for the surge test prototype has three stages. To
provide input-output isolation and to further increase the output DC voltage a transformer
with a turns ratio of 1:2 is used. The magnitude of the AC input peak voltage is adjustable
between roughly 0 V and 200 V. Therefore the DC voltage is adjustable between 0 V and
2 · 6 · 200 V = 2400 V. An additional resistor of 1 kΩ is connected in series to the output
of the circuit to limit the magnitude of the inrush current when the circuit is connected to
the discharged surge test capacitor.
Figure 83: EAGLE CAD schematic of the charging circuit.
The capacitors are rated for 875 V and the diodes for 1 kV. The IGBT that connects
the charging circuit to the test capacitor is rated for 3 kV and for up to 30 A. The board
is designed in EAGLE CAD. The EAGLE CAD design schematic is shown in Fig. 83. The
board design and the actual circuit are displayed Fig. 84.
E.2 Control and Driver Circuit
The design of the controller and driver board is performed using the ALTIUM DESIGNER
software. A dsPIC microcontroller (DSPIC30F2010-30I/SP from Microchip) is used to
control the IGBT switches of the surge test. The schematic of the controller part of the
board is shown in Fig. 85. The inputs of the controller board are the line-line voltage
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(a) EAGLE CAD design. (b) Actual Board.
Figure 84: Voltage multiplier board.
of the induction machine and the signal from the rotor position sensor. The input circuit
schematics are shown in Fig. 86, and Fig. 87. The schematic of the driver circuit is shown
in Fig. 88. The drivers are supplied by ±15 V DC and the microcontroller is supplied by
±5 V DC. The schematics of the circuits are depicted in Fig. 89.
Figure 85: ALTIUM DESIGNER schematic of controller circuit.
The top and bottom layer of the board design are shown in Fig. 90, and the actual
circuit board is displayed in Fig. 91. Due to the voltage levels that the IGBT-drivers are
subject to (around 2 kV) the ground plane is largely removed around the drivers.
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Figure 86: ALTIUM DESIGNER schematic of the line-line voltage input stage.
Figure 87: ALTIUM DESIGNER schematic of the position sensor input stage.
E.3 Voltage Sensor
The schematic of the voltage sensor board is shown in Fig. 92. In this original design a
capacitive divider is used as an input stage. In the final implementation the capacitors
153
Figure 88: ALTIUM DESIGNER schematic of the driver circuit.
Figure 89: ALTIUM DESIGNER schematic of the voltage supply circuit.
are replaced by resistors, because the resistive divider provides better dynamics. The ratio
of the resistors is approximately 200:1. The instrumentation amplifier is a AD625N from
Analog Devices. To eliminate the fundamental frequency of operation a high pass filter is
added in series to the instrumentation amplifier. The corner frequency of the filter is 1.5
kHz. The circuit board is supplied by ±15 V DC.
The top and bottom layer of the EAGLE CAD board design are shown in Fig. 93, and
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Figure 90: ALTIUM DESIGNER design of the controller and driver board.
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Figure 91: Actual controller and driver board.
E.4 Complete Prototype
The schematic of the test IGBTs and the charging circuit is shown in Fig. 95. The IGBTs
connecting the capacitor to the machine and the charging circuit to the capacitor are always
in a complementary state, i.e., if the capacitor is connected to the charging circuit it is not
connected to the machine and vice versa. For convenience the components are mounted in
a housing as shown in Fig. 96. The machine can simply be connected to the appropriate
terminals of the housing.
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(a) Capacitive voltage divider and instrumentation amplifier.
(b) High-pass filter.
Figure 92: EAGLE CAD schematic of the voltage measurement circuit.
157
(a) Bottom Layer. (b) Top Layer.
Figure 93: EAGLE CAD design of the voltage sensor board.
Figure 94: Actual voltage sensor board.
Figure 95: Schematic of the test circuit.
158
Figure 96: Complete surge test equipment mounted in a housing.
E.5 Sample C-Code Implemented on the dsPIC Microcontroller
The code shown below is used for the online surge test using the zero crossing of the line-line
voltage and a signal from a rotor position sensor to control the IGBTs.
//---------------------------------------------------------------------






_FBORPOR(PBOR_ON & BORV_27 & PWRT_64 & MCLR_EN & PWMxH_ACT_LO & PWMxL_ACT_LO);
//----------------------------------------------------------------------
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void InitIO(void); // Initialization for IO,
/*********************************************************************





Overview: in this ISR
Note: None.
********************************************************************/








IFS0bits.CNIF = 0; // Clear interrupt flag
IPC3bits.CNIP=0x6;
_CN2IE=1; // we enable zero crossing interrupt
_CN4IE=0; // we disable the rotor position interrupt
//_RE5=1; // testbit to measure the length of the position interrupt
//100 cycles = 55us and 1 degree of rotor angle is approximately = 93us
for(i=0;i<300;i++)
asm volatile("nop;");






if(B1&0x01) // second interrupt, now we can triger the IGBT
{






//1 semicycle: 100, 2 semicyles: 225, 3 semicycles: 330, 4 semicycles: 460, 5 semicycles: 560, 6 semicycles: 680
//Grey-Online:
//1 semicycle: 80, 2 semicyles: 185, 3 semicycles: 265, 4 semicycles: 365, 5 semicycles 450:, 6 semicycles: -
//Green-Offline (C=33nF):
//1 semicycle: 120, 2 semicyles: 350
//Green-Online (C=33nF):
//1 semicycle 80(70): , 2 semicyles: 200(155), 3 semicycles: 350(250)
PORTE=061; // igbt1 off, igbt2 on, igbt3&4 on (110001)
for(i=0;i<test;i++)
asm volatile("nop;");
// for solid turn fault have IGBT 2,3,4 connected
//PORTE=061; // igbt1 off, igbt2 on, igbt3&4 on (110001)
//for simulation of insulation breakdown with switches switch off IGBTs 3,4 here
PORTE=075; // igbt1 off, igbt2 on, igbt3&4 off (111101)
for(i=0;i<2500-test;i++)
asm volatile("nop;");
PORTE=077; // turn off all igbts (111111)
for(i=0;i<20;i++)
asm volatile("nop;");




























InitIO(); // Initialize IO port
// Clear all interrupts flags
IFS0bits.T1IF = 0; // Clear timer 1 flag
IFS0bits.CNIF = 0; // Clear interrupt flag
IFS1bits.IC7IF = 0; // Clear interrupt flag
IFS1bits.IC8IF = 0; // Clear interrupt flag
IFS2bits.PWMIF = 0; // Clear interrupt flag
CNEN1=0;
CNEN2=0;
_CN2IE=0; // zero crossing disabled
_CN4IE=1; // encoder enabled
// enable all interrupts
__asm__ volatile ("DISI #0x0F");
__asm__ volatile ("nop;");
//IEC0bits.T1IE = 1; // Enable interrupts for timer 1
//IEC0bits.CNIE = 1; // Enable interrupts on CNx
//IEC1bits.IC7IE = 1; // Enable interrupts on IC7
//IEC1bits.IC8IE = 1; // Enable interrupts on IC8
DISICNT = 0;
TRISBbits.TRISB0=1; //PORTB bit 0 as input





















TRISBbits.TRISB0=1; //PORTB bit 0 as input
TRISBbits.TRISB1=1; //PORTB bit 1 as input
TRISBbits.TRISB2=1; //PORTB bit 2 as input
TRISBbits.TRISB3=1; //PORTB bit 3 as input
TRISBbits.TRISB4=1; //PORTB bit 4 as input
TRISBbits.TRISB5=1; //PORTB bit 5 as input
TRISCbits.TRISC13=1; //PORTB bit 13 as input
TRISCbits.TRISC14=1; //PORTB bit 14 as input
TRISD=1; // Port D is input
TRISE=0; // Port E is output
CNEN1bits.CN2IE=0x1; //Interrupt enable CN2











The laboratory setup is shown in Figs. 97 and 98.
Figure 97: Laboratory setup with the 5 hp machine from Marathon Electric (see Appendix
D).
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